WHAT’S COMING UP
New Training DVD Released

The International Playback Theatre Network

The School of Playback Theatre and Hudson River Playback Theatre are delighted
to announce the release of a new training DVD, “Performing Playback Theatre.”

Playback theater at a time of crisis:
the strength to exist resides in the
strength to express

The DVD includes a complete 1 1/4 hour playback performance by Hudson River
Playback Theatre, a company with 15 years’ experience; an optional introductory
commentary by Jonathan Fox; an optional
conductor’s commentary by Jo Salas; performance
subtitles in Japanese and Spanish; a feature on playback theatre forms; and more.
“Performing Playback Theatre” is the first training tool of its kind, designed for
newcomers, experienced practitioners, and trainers. It can be ordered at the School’s

Nurit Shoshan

website, www.playbackschool.org.

These are short extracts taken from an essay by Nurit Shosan of the Tel Aviv Playback Theatre Company.
The full version can be read at: www.playbacknet.org/interplay/journal

Reflections on Global Playback for Kindness
Raphael Peter
I continue to be amazed by the power of Playback. I know my life
has been positively changed for the better because I am a Playback
person. From this place, I began asking questions back in February.
“I wonder what the benefit could be if as many Playback companies and groups would perform together on a shared theme, simultaneously? What would be a universal theme, with many meanings, that
people could get behind and the media might find refreshing? What if
we could take a moment from our busy lives, take a breath together and
remember what we’re grateful for, how much is working in our lives
and how kindness has made a difference in our lives and others.
Wouldn’t it be more potent if we faced the challenges before us from a
heart-centered place than from a place of fear and hopelessness?’’
These questions gave birth to the Global Playback for World Kindness event in which approximately 80 Playback companies and groups
performed with the theme ‘Acts of Kindness’
Once becoming clear about the many possibilities this event could
cause to happen, I looked at the primary reason I was willing to focalize
it, simply, it was the right thing to do. During this time in human history,
Playback offers a powerful and transformative way to hear our shared
stories. In hearing these stories awarenesses are born and actions
taken. It felt important to offer a theme of hope.
The other reasons that seemed relevant were, if we, a network of
performing artists from so many diverse cultures could model our unity,
what a statement that might make! And, involving the major media, we
would give higher visibility to Playback everywhere thereby creating
the potential for new audiences, interested performers, jobs and funding and introducing the numerous applications Playback provides beyond good entertainment.
Through the efforts of Mountaine Mort Jonas & Deb Scott of my
company and other volunteers, we created a media blitz that went to
television networks, major newspapers, magazines, people’s huge email
lists and an internet public relations organization, plus a prominent
international wire service and your personal email lists. Without stating
grand numbers, it’s safe to say a great number of people around the
world now know there is this unique, improvisational theater form called
Playback and when we unite again and get the word out, it will build
upon this successful first step. Clearly, one of the benefits from the
event was our own unifying and realizing what we offer makes a
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difference.
It’s been three weeks since World Kindness Day. The feedback I’m
receiving is heartening; new levels of awareness reached, some wonderful and deep work, so many people being touched that we did it
together and on such a meaningful theme.
In the case of my company, here in Asheville, North Carolina, we
did three performances. The first was on Saturday night, the 12th. We
were hired for a fundraising benefit, by a helping organization that
counsels people with low income. They loved the theme and used it
through out the evening. Early the next morning, four of us drove about
an hour to a men’s prison and performed as part of their Sunday service, again incorporating the theme of kindness. Two men told how their
lives were turned around due to kind acts that led to their renewed
faith.
And then, after a little rest, our big event that evening. We collaborated with the local Kindness Campaign (KC) who brought us to a very
large church where over 200 people sat in the sanctuary. After the KC
director spoke about their work in the community - especially in schools
with their character development and anti-bullying programs, children
of all ages sang songs and a few older ones read essays on kindness.
It was very moving and really warmed the audience.
When it came time, our company stood and as conductor, I asked
the audience to imagine the world they’d like to live in, reminding them
that many other Playback companies around the world were also performing on the same theme. The stage was set and the stories we
heard were powerful. The audience, most of whom were seeing Playback for the first time, was deeply moved.
In reflecting back over the past nine months, I’m aware that everything I envisioned didn’t occur. What did is the awareness that our
Playback network can come together with our skills and our commitment to positive change and contribute to a better world. In my own
company, a new sense of direction and lots of clarity about how we
choose to relate with each other has grown from the performance we
did: lots of learning for us all.
Thank you for your willingness to become involved in the event and
all the personal emails of support that kept me going as I was also doing
the work which pays my bills. I am so grateful to be a member of such
a heart-centered network of creative and caring people.
What do you want to do next year’

Since the recent violence began to engulf us,
about twenty months ago, I find myself listening
intently to interviews conducted with people who
have experienced attacks, who have survived
attacks and whose relatives have been either hurt
or killed. I listen to people’s detailed descriptions,
where they were at that moment, what they saw,
what they heard, and what the first thing was
they discovered, what they did, what they said.
Stories of trauma, amazing stories of people who
saved lives and of the rescued – many people
whose lives were changed forever in a fraction of
a second.
Sadly, new stories are added each day. It seems
that the cycle of killing-trauma-grief-pain will never
end. Here are some of them:

bomber, jumped on him knowing full well they were
endangering their lives. They managed to neutralize
the bomb before it exploded together with them. A
bus driver who pushed a suicide bomber off his bus,
wrestled with him and prevented him from pressing
the button to set off a large charge.This driver saved
the passengers on his bus and protected them. A
man and a woman, owners of a food stall, found an
explosive charge and moved everyone out of the area
before it exploded.A security guard who noticed a car
speeding towards a club crowded with people, shot at
and killed the driver/attacker before he detonated
the car bomb.

A soldier who saved the lives of a number of people at a check-post
paid for it with his life. A woman who found herself standing alone in
a restaurant ruined by an attack, after her husband and her two
children had been killed. Only seconds before the four of them were
sitting and eating together. Two policemen, who identified a suicide
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LETTER FROM
THE EDITOR:

The team that brings you
Interplay is steadily
growing. Veronica Needa
continues to organize
translations and as you can
see in this issue she is doing
a great job – for the first
time we have translations,
in Spanish (thanks to Lilia
Nieto) and in Yoruba
(thanks to Bayo Omolola).
Christi Samy from India
has kindly agreed to take
over the printing and
posting of Interplay – this
is a big job and I am very
grateful to her for helping
out.
There is great variety in this
issue of Interplay and I
hope it encourages you to
contribute. Please get in
touch with me at
n.rowe@yorksj.ac.uk if
you have an idea for an
article, a letter or a poem.
We will be delighted to hear
from and you and will give
as much support as we can.
Nick Rowe
165 Haxby Road
York YO31 8JL
England
n.rowe@yorksj.ac.uk
Next Issue: The next issue
of Interplay will be in June
2006. The deadline for this
issue is May 2006
.2. INTERPLAY

A Note from the IPTN President,

situation, following a death, literally or
figuratively of an old situation (p.89)

Dear friends,
My heart has been overflowing lately. Here is the US we are talking about how best to
respond to the man-made disaster in post-Katrina New Orleans, and what role Playback Theatre can play in emergency situations, here and abroad. I think of the world and am filled
simultaneously with the hope I feel knowing all of you, and the sadness I feel when hearing the
news of earthquakes in Pakistan, riots in France, continued war in Iraq…the list goes on.
And in the midst of it all, there was Human Kindness Day and the joy I felt in knowing that
many of us were performing at the same time, all over the world. As it gets colder outside here
in the northern hemisphere, and the “social justice” temperature continues to rise, the need for
the kind of heartfelt, caring weaving of community that we do continues to grow. I draw strength
from our connection, and the shared mission we live, day by day. Thank you.
In this issue, we hope to open a dialogue about ethics in playback theatre. As the playback
community grows, we are faced with the same kinds of challenges we are asked to respond to
in the communities we perform for. How can we best collaborate with each other, especially in
places where there is more than one playback company? Are there kinds of performances and
settings in which Playback might do more harm than good? How do we communicate with one
another and give each other feedback? How do we resolve conflicts that arise in our own
companies and community? What do we do if someone is calling his or her work Playback
when it is not? From an ethical standpoint, what must be true for something to be Playback? As
a community, what ethics guide us?
I hope you can find time to put out your thoughts on the subject of ethics, and also let us all
know what is happening in your corner of the globe, in and out of Playback.
I wish you all a blessed 2006, full of peace, justice, food, and shelter for all.
With love, Sarah
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
presentation, reconstruct, remember…and mainly you can process all the “expunged” details.
Playback Theater is “live” theater.The stories are true-life stories.The people who share their
stories with others enable themselves and others to be together: storyteller, audience, actors
and conductor. The work created by the presentation of the story increases the energy during
the process of portrayal, as long as the portrayal is done faithfully, while listening to the storyteller
and the heart. What is created is a multi-directional flow that links everybody together. The
story reverberates with everybody and creates a portrayal that induces personal associations
and stories. Portrayal creates togetherness, and togetherness leads to a sense of security. The
life-stories bring emotions to the surface and enable everybody to undergo the process together.
To tell a story, to see it “live” on stage, in the presence of “witnesses” allows the person “to be”.
The strength to exist resides in the strength to express.
It is the portrayal that enables the success of the playback process. It is cooperation on a
deep human level that induces authenticity, acceptance and giving, and legitimizes what we feel.
Moreover, the Playback enables people to have an experience of creativity and collaboration
through listening. The portrayal is subjective and internal; the truth is in the eyes and heart of
the beholder.
For the audience, this energy is derived from the associations and memories that the story
arouses. For the actors, the performance of the story in a creative way is a direct link to inner
feelings and associations that arose and an expression of all the components together: the
portrayal, the associations, creativity and feelings.
As an actor who has been participating in Playback for over ten years now, as a spectator, a
resident of Israel and as a teller of stories, I can see how Playback contributes to the reinforcing,
holding and supporting of the individual by the many. I can say it clearly with full confidence:
playback theater helps to heal. The very act of relating the experience and observing it
from a secure place and at a bit of a distance, enables people to reconnect with their emotions,
healthy resources, creativity and free associations, which were impaired by the trauma. Things
begin to flow again. Flow is life and a full life is a creative life.

Change is uncomfortable. Fear of
change can be stronger than the pain of
dying. As a result we established habitual
somatic (and social) patterns. This
resistance to growth however provides a
necessary dramatic function to the overall
drive toward health and wholeness. Ego
relies heavily on a secure role identity. We
bargain our identity against emerging
desires. The balance tips when the ‘up and
coming’ unconscious character steals
centre stage from the known identity of the
protagonist. Like a King Lear, we stubbornly
claim our place in the world despite the
fool’s warnings. The tragedy of illness often
strikes when we refuse to sacrifice who we
perceive ourselves to be in favour of whom
we might become.
PT values vulnerability and thrives on
drama. Sharing difficult stories can help
depersonalize discomfort without
dishonoring the individual. It transforms
awkwardness into creative authority. By
modeling and then inviting participation in
this creative risk taking process the negative
psychosomatic dramatic interplay
externalizes, it is witnessed and even
applauded (given more constructive
attention and energy)!
Dr. Whitmont believes the transduction
from illness to health occurs through the
dramatic engagement of “active metaphor
and
symbol,
manifestation
of
symptomology and healing through
polarity, conflict and conflict resolution.”
(p.64). He intentionally sets up this
performance context in order to define the
dynamic terms for healing to materialize. He
suggests the less interference in this conflict
between illness and patient the greater the
likelihood of an evolved outcome (health
as opposed to death). As practitioners we
know PT does not attempt to change the
story or necessarily alter the teller’s
experience of it. Rather, we hold sacred the
telling and teller while offering a new cocreative experience by re-enacting the story.
In contrast allopathic medicine, while
often excellent at diagnosis and genuinely
determined to return the patient to the

routines of their former lives, proscribes
‘drama interrupting’ medications that
suppress the very symptoms that warrant
a greater need for change. The over
proscription of antibiotics during the past
fifty years has subsidized the outbreaks of
virulent super bugs such as SARS with
greater challenges looming on the not so
distant horizon.

The Paradox of Healing
that which wounds heals.
The Oracle of Delphi
Can we truly change? Willfully
attempting to shift our personality in order
to heal our bodies can be a nearly
impossible feat; the labyrinth of change is
riddled with many paradoxical turns.
Modern life, devoid of most consciousness
raising initiations and rituals, does not well
prepare us to navigate the conflicts illness
requires. Rather than engage the conflict
as it presents itself we might perceive our
body as having betrayed us. Healthy
conflict gives as much energy as it requires
-maybe more. One paradox inherent to
disease is that when we most need energy
for healing we find ourselves at our most
depleted. The resources of a healing
community are sorely needed.
Symptoms speak in a language not yet
available to our active awareness. By
imaginatively following the clues offered
by these symptoms a PT teller can, with
support, investigate her stories for potential
causes, even antidotes to former long held
beliefs and perceptions. These spiraling
stories of trauma and disease, like dreams,
often contain buried within them helpful
hints for potential new life directions. Like
finding a lost treasure map or deciphering a
sphinx-like riddle, the paradox of illness
lures us with its promises of new life; it
awakens the innate drive toward
individuation, and stirs a yearning for
wholeness.
Transformation comes not initially as a
change of circumstance so much as a
powerful shift in attitude. By embracing the
opportunities and ‘gifts’ of illness we begin
this powerful journey. By unraveling the

stories of our lives, twisting and turning
through various stages of denial and
catharsis we may eventually return to a real
or mythical moment in our lives where the
illness found barren land. It is understood
that cancer cells live dormant within all
human bodies and that at some point,
perhaps several years earlier, something
triggered these cells into their active state.
Playback travels fluidly through time and
space providing the opportunity for tellers
and audiences to plant new health giving
seeds in more fertile ground.
The playback method models this
circuitous journey by providing this
opportunity for practitioners and
participants to re-enact and reconstitute
exhausted efforts after long bouts of
chronic pain, abuse and neglect. Arriving
to this tender place after many physical,
emotional and death-like ego sacrifices
requires tremendous patience and the
goodwill of all those involved in the healing
process.
Actor Joey Lesperance parallels his
experience of living with his chronic illness
with his initial experience of Playback
Theatre: “After the fear, there is a huge
current of energy. I had nothing left to
waste…and on the other side of the risk?
–LIFE. It doesn’t get bigger than that. The
whole experience is life affirming. I
discovered that the risk was never going
to kill me in the first place.”
This humbling and contradictory
pilgrimage of the healing crisis changes how
we live. Who is to say whether the
individual changes from who they formerly
were or evolves more into who they truly
are? Whatever the case may be Playback
Theatre has a distinct, necessary and yet
to be discovered role in the psychosomatic
healing process.
Part Two of this essay will explore further
the idea of story as medicine, the conductor
and actors role within the healing process
and a future vision of PT and health.
Robert can be reached at
www.playbacktraining.com or
farmboys@saltspring.com
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Healing Illness and The Alchemy of
Playback Theatre
Part One

What to do when the teller’s story involves other people in the audience who have not given their permission for
it to be told

This article began as a lecture at the International Playback Gathering in Hong Kong in the fall of 2003. It
is an adaptation from a larger essay of the same name published in Chorus: Voices from the different playback
theatre communities in Hong Kong, Macau and Mainland China by the Arts with the Disabled Association
Hong Kong.

Inoculate Beginnings
During a Playback Theatre (PT)
rehearsal several years ago Andrew sat in
the teller’s chair suffering from heartburn.
“Heartburn. Let’s watch!” Despite several
attempts to give heartburn a sound and
action we realized we had clearly missed
the mark. Andrew however repeatedly
looked to one actor. A deeply empathic
person, Mahara, had scrunched up her
forehead during each attempt, as if to
contract her third eye or psychic centre.
On the whim of a conductor, I suggested
she ‘go solo’ and only use her forehead as
the physical canvas while adding a sound
that expressed the somatic sensation. The
other actors stood aside, stayed focused
and simply breathed with her. To our
surprise and Andrew’s delight the acid in
his throat immediately turned alkaline and
his heartburn instantly disappeared.
This moment nagged me for years. I
began to notice how workshop or rehearsal
participants who arrived feeling unwell
started the day on the periphery, perhaps
suffering a headache or fighting off a cold.
Yet once they stepped into the flow of the
.34. INTERPLAY

creative process (often initially as teller)
they soon discovered that the symptoms
had been replaced with renewed energy and
vitality. We began to invite workshop
participants who phoned in to say they
were not feeling too well to come along
anyway, to bring a pillow and blanket and
gently watch the day’s work. Invariably by
the end of the day and without putting any
particular attention on their physical
ailments the work motivated them to become
full participants both as a tellers and actors.
Their willingness to engage and take
calculated risks certainly inspired more
oxygen, which loosened up stuck body
parts, as well as related feelings and
perceptions. Importantly, these participants
received supportive attention as they
flowed with the group’s creative process,
laughing and playing along. All of these
elements began to influence my desire to
work more specifically with a new but
difficult teller, Illness.

Illness as Drama
The body is a stage upon which our life
experience writes itself. We silently carry
our stories in the paunch of our bellies,
along the crevices of our wrinkles, lodged
within the soulful gaze of our eyes. The
aches and pains of past injury tell a nonverbal narrative of how we have lived,
struggled and survived. Whether seen as
incidental or as self-determined, illness
struts upon the stage of our body, a place
where once forgotten lessons (our own and
those denied by others), these long denied
stories eventually resurface as symptoms
demanding dramatic encounter. Illness can
make visible that which would have chosen
to hide.
Similarly, ignored issues of poverty,
abuse and other social sickness lead to
states of population wide stress. When the
social body or the ecological body is
disavowed global pandemics ensue. As

Playback theatre involves the telling of personal stories in public places. Because of this it will always raise important ethical questions. For example:
Are there times when the teller is taking too much of a risk to tell their story?

By Robert Birch

Stories are our medicine. As
practitioners of Playback Theatre we often
view the benefits of our work through the
lenses of personal growth, cultural
dialogue, community building or as a
therapeutic process. What if the skills and
practice of Playback Theatre could also
assist the body to heal physical symptoms
as well? How could this spontaneous
performance art form potentially alter the
somatic culture in which illness thrives? In
assisting people to unravel their complex
life stories Playback Theatre not only helps
the chronically ill discover new, health
promoting relationships to their chronic
disease, it can also express and relieve the
pain of illness.

The Ethics of Playback Theatre

remedy PT models and demonstrates
human compassion and social nurturing.
The dramatization of story acts as a
homeopathic remedy, (in the philosophy of
‘like cures like’), where the staged ‘crises’
of a single real-life story can begin a much
larger healing paradigm.
Illness provokes action. It calls for
connection, teamwork, polarization and an
antagonism of social, biological and
spiritual processes. While Playback
Theatre dramatizes these circumstances it
also ‘potentizes’ many of the necessary
elements required for civil and somatic
healing to occur. With courage and
sensitivity on the part of individuals
working within healing communities PT
formulates the conditions for burdened
bodies, minds and souls to transform.
As a primary source into the research
of PT as a tool for psychic-somatic healing
I consulted Dr. Edward C. Whitmont’s book
The Alchemy of Healing, Psyche and Soma.
According to Whitmont humans require
drama. The psyche will not tolerate boredom
or entropy for long. As an example he cites
both the high death rate of retirees and
conversely the resurgence of life force when
new challenges surface. When a plant
stops growing it begins to die. So too do
humans begin to wither first in spirit and
then body, illness invariably follows.
Whether entropy results from a
combination of suppressed personal,
familial or societal traumas or even chronic
fear, drama ensues. Either through accident
or illness an antagonist arrives stage left
and we find ourselves the protagonist
thrust into an unwanted play.
Whitmont identifies the chief features
of drama as:
a) Initial situation calls for change or in
process by intrusion of new factors
b) Ensuing development that leads to crisis
c) Its denouement or solution, catastrophe
or healing leads to a birth of a new

What to do when the teller’s story reveals attitudes or behaviours that are unacceptable to the company and/or to
the audience.
One person wrote that playback is like “upmarket Oprah Winfrey” – are there times when the story is told for its
sensational impact? Are there times when playback exploits the teller to make good theatre?
In playback theatre the teller does not have a chance to influence the enactment – what ethical responsibilities do
the actors and musicians have because of this?
Are there times when you worry about the lack of boundaries in a playback performance – is it a safe place to tell
personal stories?
In this issue a number of playback practitioners write about the questions that have come to mind when asked to
write about ‘ethics and playback’. We hope that this will spark debate and further writing within these pages,
Nick

Ethical Dimensions of Playback Theatre
Linda M. Park-Fuller
Assistant Professor,The Hugh Downs School of Human Communication,Arizona State University, Tempe, Arizona, USA
A couple of years ago, a communication
journal published an article of mine in which I
described five playback theatre performances. While the article was not about ethics
per se, in some of the descriptions, I directly
discussed ethical concerns about the performances and I implied them in others. In
this essay, I will not attempt to replicate those
descriptions, but rather to raise some ethical
issues that I see arising from them. It is not
my objective here to resolve those issues but
to reference and expand them. For the full
descriptions of the performances, I encourage the reader to seek out the earlier article
(cited below).
1) Ethical evaluations of enactments
In the first example, I noted that the playback company
described was not highly skillful, and my response implicitly poses the following questions, some related to ethical
critique and one related to ethical enactments. For example, is there a preferred ethical manner or template with which
to evaluate a playback theatre enactment? May we ethically choose to judge an enactment by aesthetic standards
such as creativity, depth of insight, complexity (or simplicity) of metaphor, layers of embodied meaning, effective ensemble work, discerning tone, compelling timing, and so
forth? Or is the satisfaction of the teller the primary ethical

measurement of a successful enactment?
Can we/should we even try to “evaluate”
enactments, or is such a critical endeavor ethically antithetical to the spirit of the form? And
last, who is the best judge of an “ethical” enactment?
2) The teller’s entitlements vs. the community’s perceived needs
The second example details a situation
when, as a conductor, I took the teller’s decision to choose a transformation out of his
hands. I didn’t intentionally choose to do it; I
acted impulsively on a need I perceived from
the audience and actors. On the surface, the
ethical dilemma is easily resolved: the conductor acted
unethically. The story involved a young man whose father
did not attend the son’s wrestling matches—though time
after time, the son won the championship. Caught up in the
teller’s pain of the story, in the late hour of the evening, in
the audience’s pain of previous stories, I chose a transformation. And it worked. At the enactment of a “final” wrestling match, the playback audience was on its feet cheering
for the young man as his “father” embraced the teller’s actor—shouting, “This is my son! This is my son!” The teller
looked surprised and not displeased. After, I apologized to
the teller, who said, “it’s alright.” The audience was visibly
moved and relieved as were the actors who told me they
INTERPLAY .3.

had been hoping to do a transformation. But it was unquestionably unethical. I should have allowed the teller to choose;
but I felt then and still feel that he would not have chosen the
transformation. It might have been a very sad audience and
teller going home that night. The question, then, in terms of
the effectiveness of the whole evening and all the participants, becomes this: was the ethical choice the right choice?
3. Well-balanced ritual vs. messy dialogic potential
In the example of the third performance, the implied ethical situation is similar. One teller told a story in which a fire
destroyed her house. The next teller told a story about the
challenge and achievement of immigrating to the USA. The
conductor identified the “red thread” (Hoesch), or motif connecting the stories as “losing and finding a ‘home.’” She
chose to conclude the evening on that insight. The effect
was aesthetically satisfying in that the conductor’s decision allowed one audience member’s story to resolve the
crisis posed by the first audience member’s story (a home
found balances out a home lost), and so, in ritual terms, the
community was stabilized. Moreover, the conductor’s choice
demonstrated the power of audience members to shape the
conversation of the stories that make up an evening. Yet, I
wonder what stories might have followed the “successful”
immigration story had the conductor extended the performance after identifying the motif of “home.” In a border state
such as Arizona, many immigration stories do not mirror
the dominant cultural “achievement” theme. Was it ethical
for the conductor to close the conversation when she did?
4. Ethical commentary by a company
In the fourth example, a teller told of an embarrassing
incident. The incident may have been embarrassing to him,
but it was potentially much more embarrassing for another
person - the narrative’s main character. Since some of the
participants in the story were also in the audience for the
performance, the main character may have been there, too,
though the teller did not identify him. I was an actor for this
playback, and although the story was as funny as such
compromising stories can be, I found it painful to receive due to the teller’s tone and his apparent lack of concern for
the person’s feelings. Because the ethics of this situation
are discussed at length in the aforementioned article, I refer
the reader there, except to mention that the outcome resulted in one of the clearest examples I have of an enactment
that managed, simultaneously, both to validate the teller’s
story and to subvert the teller’s ethics or lack thereof. The
broader question here becomes, is it ethical for a company
to comment upon a teller’s lack of ethics?

measurements were very close. The teller emphasized the
clerk’s stubbornness; he identified her as “Otelia”; and he
cast an African American woman to play her. After the enactment, Fox asked the workshop participants if they had
had an image of the clerk before she was cast. After some
time, the woman who played the role said, “I pictured an
African American woman who had had a bad day.” Fox asked
the teller, “Was she?” The teller, a Caucasian, answered,
“She was Hispanic.” In raising the question, Fox signaled
his opinion that as participants of the community, company
members may indeed raise questions when intimations of
racism and other unequal power dynamics might be present
in the telling of a story. The next question that emerges,
then, runs something like this: because the company always has the “final public word,” at least before reviews, if
any, are published, how does the company monitor and temper its own power when it comes to ethical comment? How
do companies negotiate their own privilege and politics?
6. Ensuring an audience member’s right to silence
These examples represent only a few of the questions
that our community faces in relation to ethics. Since the
time of that writing, other ethical issues have emerged that
I find especially intriguing such as: 1) how to ensure an
audience member’s right of silence (beyond the casual assurance that no one is obliged to tell a story); 2) when to
refrain from telling one’s story; and 3) when to encourage
silence? Because I believe so strongly in the power of narrative to heal both the teller and the persons who hear the
tale much of my work centers on the importance of encouraging people to share their stories and teaching them ways
to tell it. Yet, rarely in academics or art do we teach people
when to refrain from speaking and, in a “tell-all” culture that
is less ethically disciplined than is good for it, the pressure
to play-along can be heavy. Moreover, while a playback enactment can, at times, help a teller to discover his/her story, so there are also times when a teller must learn to find
that story and to grow into the kind of narrator who can tell
it, all by her/himself. Similarly, while everyone’s story is
important (to her or him, especially), is it ethically fair to
other audience members to expect it to be as important to
them?
I am fully aware that the theatrical form itself builds in
partial answers to these questions, and I recognize that further discussion will yield finer points on these issues as we
continue to explore the art of playback theatre with an eye
to such ethical questions. I look forward to a continued
dialogue.
WORKS CITED

5. The limits of a company’s privilege
The fifth example poses a tentative answer. In an Arizona workshop conducted by Jonathan Fox, a man told a story about his frustrations with a clerk at an overnight mail
service office. According to the teller, the clerk would not
allow him ground rates for a parcel, though the qualifying
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From Samson Wong, Toronto, Canada
The Playback company that I belong, “Re-Feel” is located in
the multicultural city of Toronto. A group of Christians started
a youth ministry called “Across” several years ago when for
some time they have started to sense the quiet despair of Chinese
immigrants and second generation Chinese. Not only do the
youths face the identity crisis characteristic of a diaspora
community, their affluence in a suburban setting fosters a lifestyle
of comfort and complacency that highly complicates the
formation of a new identity. We provide platforms such as camps,
city exploration and playback theatre to
share with youths life-views which we believe
can bring out their potentials.
Having been a student of Playback for
several years, I have continued to carry
certain doubts in its power. Some of them
came up from my own thinking while others
are a challenge for continuing thought. Even
though these questions took me months to
reflect upon, I have found something genuine
and liberating in the practice of playback to
sustain my passion through these
uncertainties. Nonetheless, after sometime,
I now feel that I have found personal insights
which put my heart at rest. The following is
not written apologetically, but rather a way
of sharing from one playback student to
another.

There is not enough depth to
develop substantial healing…
The word healing in playback meant to
me healing at a personal level. Perhaps
finding peace with oneself, friends, family and enemies present
or otherwise. I have occasionally felt aware of such a healing
experience in our playback performance. We have been part of
an audience or have read about amazing conductors and actors
who captured every nuance and presented a life transforming
story to the teller; a gift that our group long to present to our
audience.
As a coordinator of our group, this seemingly impossible
feat nearly prompted me to suggest a stop to performances
until we could do half as well (and other silly ideas!) - good
thing I began to feel a different level of healing taking place in
our own performance. What needed healing? Answer: the
brokenness of our community. Was it the overtime work, the

hours on the internet, the bigger driveway or the air-conditioned
home that slowly ate away at the bond we had our neighbours?
In playback, we meet our neighbours again.

There is no value judgement. Anything goes…
Based in a religious youth organization, this is an issue often
debated among our group, not to mention of the expectations
from our supporters. After much discussions and considerations,
I have come to realize that a group must not be trapped into
believing that values can be ‘turned-off ’
once they step on stage. It neither means
that they are free to re-enact as they
interpret nor should see themselves as
merely a ‘communication tool’.
The bigger picture, or the judgement that
is made in playback is that every story is
valuable. We value everyone that tells a
story and feel agonized when time forces
us to choose between raised hands. What
happened to a person today matters to the
community. We feel excited when a shy
person raises his hands
because the
story is so valuable that urged him to share
it with us. We value stories.

The outcome is only
therapeutic…
“So what if we tell a few stories? We feel a
bit better and then return to our hopeless
and mundane life”. There are many ways
of responding to such a comment. This is a
perspective from a person who is longing
for change to happen in our society.
As a student of history, I have begun to appreciate the
important roles storytelling and imagination play in bringing
hope to the Hebrews.
Just as the Hebrews suffered under the Egyptian empire and
cried out their plights in slavery, playback tellers do not silence
their own suffering. They choose not to be silenced by the
radio, theatre or television; they let their cries be heard and are
not afraid to acknowledge it.And just as the Hebrews who found
unity in imagining an alternative to suffering, playback tellers
rarely leave the evening hopeless. Instead, one finds solidarity
in handshakes, smiles, hugs and new friendships.
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Playback in a prison – being sensitive to place

WHAT’S BEEN
HAPPENING?
What’s been happening
sont très encourageantes, même si ce sera à d’autres
compagnies, dans d’autres pays, d’organiser les prochaines
éditions.
Its quite extraordinary. It was a labour that was particularly intense and charged, but ultimately, full of goodwill
and joy. We were very anxious about the administration
and organization. We were afraid of being overwhelmed by
the logistics of hosting sixty people. But in reality, everything worked out very well. On the one hand, the participants were happy with the choice of location (the beauty
of the Diben coastline is unique). On the other, the inhabitants welcomed us with open arms. Not only the evenings
of performances where we showed our work to everyone
and to each other, but also through the workshops during
the day, and open rehearsals. This first gathering is very
encouraging, and there will be other companies, in other
countries, which will organize the ones to follow.
Sur les 57 participants, une dizaine de pays d’Europe
était représentée. Comment avez-vous réussi à les
contacter?
Amongst the 57 participants, many countries of Europe
are represented. How did you make contact with them?
Par Internet. C’est d’ailleurs bien le seul et unique avantage
que je reconnaisse à cet outil. La plupart des compagnies
qui pratiquent cet art de l’improvisation qu’est le Playback
Théâtre sont en effet recensées sur un site dédié à la
discipline.Il nous a suffi de leur envoyer des courriels et
d’attendre leur réponse.Certes, ce procédé ne correspond
pas vraiment à notre façon de voir le monde, mais pour un
premier contact, il n’y avait pas d’autre choix.Les relations étant désormais nouées, les prochaines Rencontres
européennes pourront être organisées de façon plus
humaine.
By internet. It is one of the most useful aspects of this
facility. Most of the companies who practice this art of
improvisation which is Playback Theatre are listed on a
website dedicated to this discipline. We were able to send
messages this way and to wait for their response. Of course
this way is not our preferred way of dealing with the world,
but for a first contact, there was no other choice. The relationships have begun, and the next European Gatherings
will be easier and more personal.
Cet humanisme semble être une constance dans votre
pratique du métier d’acteur. Au cours d’une
représentation, vous avez pourtant refusé à un
spectateur de monter sur scène?

Di Adderley

This humanity seems to be a consistent in your practice
as an actor. In the middle of one of the performances,
though, you nonetheless refused to accept a story from
one of the audience members..
Ce choix n’a pas été dicté en fonction de quelconques
critères ayant trait a la personnalité de ce fameux
spectateur. Ce serait totalement contraire au fondement
même de notre théâtre. En réalité, cette personne avait
beaucoup de choses à raconter. Elle avait déjà pris la parole à plusieurs reprises. Le contenu de son propos n’a rien
à voir là-dedans. Il s’agit simplement d’équilibrer le jeu.
Dans une assistance compose de 300 spectateurs, il faut
savoir mener la pièce afin que tous ceux qui le souhaitent
aient la possibilité de s’exprimer.
The choice is not based on any old criteria to do with the
personality of the audience member. That is totally contrary to the principles of our theatre. In reality, this person
had already told many things. He had taken the opportunity several times to speak out. The containment of his
proposition had nothing to do with this. Its simply to be
fair to the others. With an audience of 300, we must know
how to manage the event so that everyone who wishes to
has some possibility of expressing themselves too.
Quel a été, pour vous, le moment le plus émouvant de
ces Rencontres européennes?
What has been, for you, the most moving moment in this
Gathering?
Ce n’est pas évident de choisir parmi des instants qui ont
tous été très riches. Peut-être que c’est malgré tout l’histoire
de Franck, né à Dantzig, qui m’a le plus troublé. Son récit,
rempli a la fois d’émotion et de pudeur, a donne lieu à une
expression très créative. Voir un grand gaillard qui bouge
sur une scène avec un morceau de tissu est en soit
totalement abstrait. Mais avec l’histoire au préalable, cela
devient un véritable instant de magie.Cet instant a bien
représenté ce que nous sommes: un miroir émotionnel, en
mouvement, qui reflète la vie et ses sentiments.
It is not easy to choose amongst so many moments of great
richness. Even so, perhaps it is Franck’s story, born at
Dantzig, which leaves me most agitated. His telling, full
of feeling and decency, gave an opportunity for a most creative enactment. To see a large strapping man move in the
space with a piece of cloth in a totally abstract way. But
having heard the story, it became a real moment of magic.
This moment well represents what we are; an emotional
mirror, a movement which reflects our lives and our feelings.
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The only time I have taken playback into a prison setting
that the actors stayed within the metaphor in the enactment
was a one-off performance where the theme which emerged
and made no attempt to draw any parallels between the
from the inmates was ‘the masks I have to wear to remain
Teller and the cat – that would have seemed to be a betrayal
safe in here’. This message was broadcast very clearly and
of the need to stay ‘masked’, a breaching of the boundaries
directly by the audience. We were told in no uncertain terms
which the audience was telling us they needed in order to
that, although the playback company members might be
tell anything at all.
‘safe’ people to tell personal stories to
Though I would say the performance had a
(and that was by no means accepted
limited
‘success’ in terms of establishing a
I felt my arrogance, and
as necessarily true), it was not safe for
certain degree of rapport and trust in the room, I
ignorance, in expecting
inmates to tell personal stories in front
was left feeling that I would only wish to take
of other inmates and prison staff. There that there could be much
playback into a prison setting in future if it was
was no guarantee of such stories being ‘normal’ playback
part of an ongoing longer-term project, for instance
treated with respect ‘back on the block’ interaction in such an
a series of workshops with inmates, culminating
or with any degree of confidentiality by
in a performance either by the workshop group
prison staff. No degree of vulnerability extreme setting in a onethemselves or by bringing in a company to perform
could be shown openly.
for them once the parameters of playback had
off encounter.
Having said that, the stories which
been established and worked with. I felt my
emerged were, in their metaphors, very revealing. One Teller
arrogance, and ignorance, in expecting that there could be
told of his fondness for a cat belonging to his mother who
much ‘normal’ playback interaction in such an extreme
had recently died. The cat was characterised by the Teller
setting in a one-off encounter.
as a rebel, a tough cookie, a survivor, one who ‘went his own
Di Adderley
way’, a ‘scratchy bugger’. As conductor I was greatly relieved
Playback Theatre Manchester / York Playback Theatre
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Risk & Expression: An ethic of performance
by Rea Dennis
This brief essay proposes that it is the strength of the ritual framing in the playback method that causes it
to appear risky for participants…
Playback theatre is a classic example of what Alan Read1
is referring to when he claims that “a veritable explosion of
expressive forms” have emerged in recent decades in response to something that is lacking in our everyday lives.
Despite this apparent timeliness, the complexity of the playback theatre method renders it somewhat mysterious in
terms of what it might deliver for an individual and a group in
a given situation. Like most popular theatre methods it can
boast a ‘custom-made’ capacity which can induce suspicion and caution in the way that Boal2 has experienced within
his practice. He tells of officials’ response to one incident:
I proposed that we go to the streets to make forum theatre, but they (the organisers) would not accept that because you never know what is going to happen. You are
[working at] creating a future and they want to reveal a past.
Emergent or inductive theatre processes that privilege
inquiry over message delivery are at odds with organisers
who want to know what will happen. With a participative
improvised form like playback theatre, that boldly dares to
place personal story in a public space discussions about
ethics are inevitable. This brief essay proposes that it is the
strength of the ritual framing in the playback method that
causes it to appear risky for participants. A story from practice demonstrates the tension between risk and responsibility and suggests that practitioners consider practice frameworks that embrace participant agency and community re-

sponsibility in addition to rigorous pre-event planning and
contract negotiation. The paper comments on the one-off
playback theatre event pitched at audiences whose attendance is voluntary3 and does not address the unique needs
of the therapeutic context in which some practitioners operate.

The Momentum of Ritual
In theatre and performance the ritual elements heighten
the theatrical (artistic) experience4 and maximises spectator engagement within the liminal potential of the performance5. A ritual performance has continuity and predictability
and must “be reasonably convincing, rhetorically sound, and
well-crafted.”6 It is most often a collective experience that is
mediated through a patterned, sequenced, theatrical process7. This referent circularity is inherent in the playback theatre method with the ritual repetition of the invitation to tell
juxtaposed with and contained by the rhythmic theatricality
of the conductor and the creation and presentation of the
enactments. This repetition leads people in.
Fox has long proposed the relationship between ritual,
art and social elements in playback theatre. The ritual dimension facilitates the process of i) separation - in time and
space - from everyday life, ii) the transition to liminal experiences and, iii) the integration of the participants’ experience as they return to everyday life. Intrinsic to any ritual
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process are the rules that frame it. The same can be said
for improvised drama processes. When considering an ethical position, it is perhaps the potential experiences of the
second phase that is significant; where participants “pass
through … a sort of social limbo”8 and enter a social environment where “anti-structure” is not just possible but encouraged. At this point the ritual frame serves to announce that
a certain set of rules are at play here and release participants to act beyond their constrained domestic roles and
engage in other ways with themselves, each other and with
the social environment9. This frees participants to dare and
to risk as they move toward an experience of flow. In acting
freely, the (acceptable social) rules of engagement may be
breached, e.g., the disclosure of personal stories in a public
forum. The ritual event, therefore, could be seen to promote
resistance while seeming to order and control. Introduce
the telling of personal story to the public audience and concerns about the teller’s capacity to resist the ritual momentum and self moderate and concerns about teller safety are
obvious.

Who’s Risk, Whose Responsibility?
There is an audible gasp as Lucy rises from her chair in
the audience. Her legs are shaking as she walks across the
open space. She tells about her family – her husband, her
children, her brother – find ways to live together. She provides support for her brother who has depression. Out and
about, her friends praise her husband for his valour and generosity. He nods in agreement and embellishes the story. In
bed each evening he complains and expresses his strong
dislike of the arrangement. Lucy finds the insincerity deeply
distressing. “Let’s watch!”

Lucy tells this story after her husband has
died. She says she feels free to finally talk
about it.
Lucy’s brother is in the audience. He listens and watches as first his sister, then the ensemble performs. He learns
that all was not as it seemed at the time. He is shocked and
hurt. He tells me he feels betrayed. It is now too late to
confront his brother-in-law. He tells me he is glad he knows
the truth, ‘there is no way we could have spoken about this
at home alone. It would have been too painful.’
The audience composition is diverse - others who have
mental illness, others who live with and/or care for a family
member, service providers, government officers. After the
show a concerned community member approaches me.

‘What is playback theatre is going to do? People are feeling
vulnerable!’ Lucy is there. ‘Of course people are feeling vulnerable. But that’s not new!’ She asks the woman, ‘what
are you going to do about it now you have noticed?’ We
stand together, we are all feeling vulnerable. We are involved
in incorporation. It continues around us as people make cups
of tea and talk to one another.

Incorporation
An ethic of playback theatre is grounded in the preparation and completion of the performance event. The playback
theatre event is not a one-off liminal space. It is likely participants move in and out of the liminal repeatedly during a
performance. The third stage of the ritual process also occurs in a repetitive rhythm. With each telling there is a possibility of disturbing the status quo. It is likely that it is this
very element of the form that compels participation; another
teller, another moment incorporated. Attending to the transition from ritual event to the everyday occurs in the closing
artistry of the show, in the (often social) cool down, and can
extend beyond the ritual framing held by the company into
conversations the next day. During incorporation the participant re-aggregates or re-integrates in society. They move
to resume their everyday social roles carrying with them the
new perspectives they may have from the experience. It is
the ritual framing that has enabled a performative sequencing
that will effect a transformation of consciousness; a transformation that has arisen due to the way in which the ritual
structure has created a bridge into “situations that would be
tense in the real context”10 like that of Lucy and her brother.
It is no surprise that the playback theatre method facilitates risk taking. This is a given. The purposive ritual framing within a performance context predetermines this. It is a
social forum in which human beings are actively invited to
deal with denial as active agents rather that as passive victims11. Personal and collective agency is embedded in the
participatory opportunities offered by the method. It is necessary that practitioners and organisers similarly be alert to
the safeguards embedded in the Playback theatre method that the experience “cannot be compelled, only invited or
sought”12. As participants enter the playback theatre event
there is every possibility that they will be transported from
their separate individual selves toward a group sharing an
experience. Perhaps it is time that we actively acknowledge that the ‘something lacking’ that playback theatre fulfils in our everyday lives is the dignity to risk as we participate in a valued social forum.
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WHAT’S BEEN
HAPPENING?
What’s been happening
enactments, even without artistic props, represents the
story that comes to be told. Playback theatre doesn’t use
everyone’s story to make a play, but it is the public who
tells the company what to show by what they say.

Une communication sincère
Un procédé certainement choisi pour des raisons artistiques
et aussi en vertu du message intrinsèque au concept
développé par la compagnie.
“Ce que j’ai à raconter n’est pas mon histoire, mais plutôt
la vôtre”, déclare un spectateur.
“Ce que vous faites engendre une communication sincère
entre les personnes de l’assistance. Les connections ne sont
plus virtuelles”, insiste Jean-François.
A process most certainly chosen for artistic reasons and
also in accordance with the intrinsic message developed by
the company. “What I told wasn’t just my story, but was
also someone else’s”, said an audience member. “What
you have done is enable a real communication between
people. The connections are not just virtual” insisted JeanFrancois.
En préalable aux saynètes improvisées, le meneur de jeu
pratique en effet un tour de chauffe. Il est demandé
d’échanger quelques mots avec une personne prise au hasard
et inconnue. Un instant apparemment anodin qui réserve
pourtant bien des surprises.
Résidant au Diben depuis une dizaine d’années, Thierry et
Claude se découvrent voisins, “En fait, nous habitons à
moins de 50 m, l’un de l‘autre”, sourit Thierry, amusé.
A prerequisite for these improvisational playlets, is a good
warm up for everyone, by a host. He invites the audience
to exchange some words with a stranger. An apparently
insignificant moment which nevertheless contains surprises.
Living in Le Diben for 10 years, Thierry and Claude discovered that they are neighbours, “In fact, we live less than
50m from each other,” laughed Thierry, amused.
Un autre spectateur aura également pu partager la “belle
histoire” d’un Hongrois, désireux de retourner à Paris, sur
les traces de son premier amour, connu il y a 20 ans.
“Le Playback Théâtre et son miroir de la vie entrent en
scène et en chacun de nous”, explique alors le meneur de
jeu.
Another audience member also shared his ‘lovely story’ of
an exile, who wanted to return to Paris to follow the tracks
of his first love, which happened over 20 years ago. “Playback theatre as a mirror of life enters the stage and into
each one of us,” explained the host of the event.

En anglais et en français
À cette communion déjà presque palpable, le Playback
Théâtre ajoute un aspect international. L’intégralité de ce
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qui est évoqué sous le chapiteau est jouée en anglais et en
français. La plupart des comédiens sont en effet des
ressortissants européens. Sur les 57 présents lors de ces
trois jours, la plupart viennent des Pays-Bas, d’Allemagne
ou d’Italie.
Palpable at this gathering, and enhanced by this, was the
international aspect of Playback Theatre. The whole experience under the tent was a playing in English and in French.
The majority of the actors were an assortment of Europeans. Of the 57 present over the three days, most came
from the Netherlands, Germany and from Italy.
Au-delà des représentations en elles-mêmes, la compagnie
organisatrice, le Théâtre du Bouche à Oreille, veut “tracer
l’identité du Playback Théâtre en Europe”. Grâce a divers
ateliers de travail, dirigés en journée, l’usage de cet art,
spécifique à chaque pays est soulevé. La place de la musique
dans sa réalisation tient également une bonne place. Pour
Playback Théâtre, L’Europe n’est pas une scène, c’est une
communauté bien concrète.
Beyond these performances themselves, the organizers, The
Theatre du Bouche a Oreille, wants to ‘make a mark for
Playback Theatre identity in Europe’. Thanks to a variety
of workshops, during the day, the practice of this art specific to each country, is raised up. The place of music in the
enactment must naturally be an important factor. For Playback Theatre, Europe is not just a place, it is a real community of people.
“Notre théâtre reflète la vie dans un miroir émotionnel”
“Our theatre reflects back life as a mirror of feeling”
Directeur artistique du Théâtre du Bouche à Oreille, Yves
Postic souhaite voir l’évènement être renouvelé. Ce
Parisien, amoureux de Plougasnou, ne pouvait “rêver d’un
meilleur début, dans le plus beau des endroits”.
Artistic director of Theatre du Bouche a Oreille, Yves Postic,
hopes to see this event happen again. This Parisian, who
loves Plougasnou, tries “to dream of making the best introduction, in this most beautiful of places”.
Comment se sont deroulés ces trois jours de rencontres
“d’un autre genre” au Diben?
How did this three day gathering of this ‘alternative
theatre form” come to take place at Le Diben?
Cela s’est passé merveilleusement bien. D’une façon
particulièrement dense et chargée, mais au final, ce fut du
bonheur. Concernant l’organisation, nous étions très
inquiets. Nous avions peur d’être débordés par la logistique
inhérente au séjour d’une soixantaine de personnes. Mais
en réalité, tout s’est bien déroulé. D’un côté, les participants étaient satisfaits du choix du lieu (la beauté des côtes
du Diben est unique). De l’autre, les habitants nous ont
accueillis les bras ouverts. Non seulement les soirs de
représentation, puisque nous avons affiché complet à
chacune d’elles, mais aussi lors des ateliers de travail en
journée et des scènes ouvertes. Ces premières rencontres
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WHAT’S BEEN
HAPPENING?
What’s been happening
“C’hoari e penn an Europa”
“Play at the Head of Europe”
The first Playback Theatre European Gathering
took place at Plougasnou, Le Diben, Bretagne, FRANCE
on 25-28 August 2005
(The report which follows is a directly taken from Le Telegramme – the newspaper of Bretagne
which published a full page report on the Gathering in their Monday 29th August 2005 issue.
Unfortunately we do not have the rights to reproduce the full colour picture.
L’Europe a de L’humour
Les premières rencontres européennes du Playback Théâtre
ont eu lieu vendredi et samedi dernier, au Diben, à
Plougasnou. Une cinquantaine de comédiens, venus des
quatre coins du continent, ont retranscrit sue scène des
histoires prises au hasard dans le public. L’humour des
représentations a créé une communion inattendue au sein
d’une assistance, pourtant peu familière du genre.
The first European Playback Theatre Gathering took place
last Friday & Saturday, at Le Diben, Plougasnou. Over 50
actors came from the four quarters of the continent, to
perform stories offered spontaneously by the public. The
humour in the performance created an unexpected sense
of community in the midst of the event, even though many
were not familiar with this kind of theatre.

Playback Théâtre: L’Europe improvise la
scène
Pour la première fois depuis que le concept artistique a été
importe des États-Unis, au milieu des années 1970, les
représentants d’une dizaine de pays d’Europe sont allés a
la rencontre de la comédie et de l’improvisation.
Néerlandais, Allemands, Hongrois, Italiens, Anglais…. ont
passé trois jours sous un chapiteau, dressé au Diben, à
Plougasnou. Au travers de plusieurs ateliers de travail et
de deux représentations en public, le scénario de ces
premières rencontres européennes ne cache pas son ambition: tracer l’identité du Playback Théâtre au travers du
continent. Un objectif qui trouve sa raison d’être dans la
mise en scène. L’histoire évoquée dans chaque
représentation est entièrement écrite par le public. Le goût
apparemment inné des acteurs du Playback Théâtre pour la
comédie fait le reste.
For the first time since this artistic concept was introduced
in the States during the 1970s, representatives from several European countries, came together for an encounter
of theatre and improvisation. Dutch, Germans, Hungarians,
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Italians, English……… spent three days under a circus tent,
pitched up in Le Diben, Plougasnou. Through the several
workshops and the two public performances, the script of
this first European Gathering did not hide its ambitions:
Tracking the identity of playback across the continent. An
objective which finds its purpose in the performance. The
story evoked in each representation is entirely written by
the public. The Playback Theatre actors’ inborn taste for
acting do the rest.
Boris Ivanov
« À qui confiez-vous le soin de jouer votre propre rôle ? »,
demande le meneur de jeu à l’heureux volontaire. Cette
question pourrait résumer le principe du Playback Théâtre.
Désignée parmi l’assistance, une personne est invitée à
faire partager une histoire, une anecdote ou un pan entier
de sa vie. Elle la raconte, l’évoque ou l’expose et ensuite…..
regarde. Rompus à l’art de l’improvisation, les comédiens
s’emparent du récit et le mettent en scène. Ils le miment,
le chantent, le dansent ou le jouent, souvent avec humour
et toujours avec émotion.
“Who can play you in this story?” asked the conductor to a
happy volunteer. This question could be a summary of the
principle of Playback Theatre. With assistance, a person is
invited to share a story, an anecdote, or a section of ones
life. She tells it, this moment or event, and then….watches.
Through the art of improvisation, the actors seize the story
and create a scene. They do it in mime, song, dance or
acting, often with humour and always with feeling.
D’un jeu forcément abstrait, puisqu’il serait impossible de
prévoir le décor et les accessoires de scènes par avance
inconnues, le Playback Théâtre parvient à créer un univers
intimiste et chaleureux. Les représentations ne sont que
des supports artistiques à l’histoire qui vient d’être
contée.Playback Théâtre n’utilise pas la vie de tout un
chacun pour en faire une comédie, mais c’est le public qui
se sert de la compagnie pour illustrer ce qu'il dit.
In an enactment necessarily abstract, as it is impossible to
prepare the setting or props in advance, Playback Theatre
creates a believable universe intimate and welcoming. The

Towards and ethics of playback theatre
Nick Rowe
The teller is not asking that the actor get the story “right”, for this is impossible, and implicitly understood
by the teller. Rather, they are asking that the actor meet the spirit with which they themselves told their
story. The actor’s attempt here is what is crucial - not the outcome. (Penny 2002) [my emphasis]
Never has a deep sense of the other person seemed more crucial
for our own humanity. When there seems so much wilful
misunderstanding of those who are different it may well be that
playback theatre can offer one of those forums where real meeting
can happen: a space as Jonathan puts it for ‘radical social encounter’
(1995 p.4). In Dwight Conquergood’s words it can ‘bring self and
other together so that they can question, debate and challenge
one another.’ There is no doubt in my mind that playback theatre
can offer such an opportunity largely because audience members
dare to tell their stories and actors dare to embody them.
However, there is always a risk that the difference of the other
person we will be eradicated in our performances that wellintentioned empathy becomes oppressive ‘colonization’ of the
other. In this brief essay I would like to offer some suggestions
toward an ‘ethical disposition’ that may work against this danger of
losing the otherness of the other. Incidentally I have deliberately
chosen the word ‘disposition’ rather than ‘principle’ because it
more accurately conveys the relational, active nature of the playback
experience.
As playback performers we cannot escape from ideology or
from our own partiality. However, in my view, this is ethically
acceptable as long as we don’t claim to be doing more that is
humanly possible and that we recognise our responsibility and
accountability. Christian Penny’s statement that it is the ‘…actor’s
attempt that is crucial – not the outcome’ seems to clearly express
the point I am making. As a rule of thumb perhaps we should
accept Anna Livia’s advice when it comes to playing the other:
‘conjecture good, appropriation bad’ (1996).
One might ask why we need an ethics of playback theatre.
Maybe we should do what comes ‘naturally’ to us. Maybe as we
have sometimes said in Playback Theatre York: we just need to ‘be
ourselves’. But, what is natural is always ideological. I would agree
with Alan Read:
An ethics of performance is an essential feature of
any philosophy and practice of theatre. Without it a
set of cultural practices which derive from a very
specific arrangement of power relations between
people are unhinged from responsibility to those
people. (Read 1993 p.6)
What then might an ethical disposition toward playback
performing look like?

1. Make the process of representation visible

We need to make the gap between self and other visible
onstage. Our responsibility is to convey that the enactment is not
the authoritative version of the story - that it is work in progress,
that it is one interpretation of many that are possible. We have a
responsibility to expose the processes of representation at work in
the performance. In other words we accept, along with Brecht and
then Boal (Boal 1979), that the theatrical illusion must be punctured
so that the spectators are aware of the provisional and mutable
nature of reality.
To some extent I am arguing for the kind of acting that Brecht

(1964) recommends in The Street Scene. The actor is not totally
absorbed in empathic identification with the character but, to some
extent, she is a ‘demonstrator’ who tells the story but maintains a
visible gap between herself as performer and the character she is
demonstrating. An example may illustrate the issues facing the
performer in these circumstances:
I was asked to play an angry and disturbed 13 year
old boy. I am in my 50s. How can it be possible for me
to play someone whose experience is to far from my
own? Clearly the audience were aware and probably
a little amused by the problem I faced. I did not want
to pretend to be 13 – that might cause some laughter
if I did it well, but would be disrespectful to the boy I
have been chosen to play. It would only ever have been
a caricature. So all I could think to begin with was a
rather twisted posture, an arm covering my face and
the opening line: “I am 13 and I don’t want anyone to
see me”. This piece of dialogue seemed more like
reportage than the natural speech of a 13 year old boy
and as such may have worked to represent the gap
between performer and character.
I stayed with this twisted and closed posture
throughout, occasionally jabbing at those who came
too close while reaching out with my small finger feebly
trying to make some contact. It was not a convincing
performance – but perhaps it did offer the teller (the
boy’s sister) an image on stage with which to think
and wonder.
What else could I have done? The following are some strategies
that may help the performers ‘enact’ the inevitable gap between
the actor and the character:

·
·
·
·

use, like Brecht, the narrator role and so comment on the action
from a rather more distanced position.
as I have seen occasionally in Playback Theatre York, the teller’s
actor can briefly express as a performer the problems of
representation she faces.
the performers may choose to work with an extended metaphor
which allows exploration of the story but avoids the problems
of naturalistic portrayal.
the teller’s actor is careful not to give herself up to strong
emotional identification.

However the teller’s actor and the company do this the key
point is that the gap needs to be visible and represented. At a
political level it is also a refusal of – or a resistance to – the idea that
‘we are all the same really’. The notion of universality always
eradicates difference and usually replaces it with the images and
discourse of the dominant ideology.

2. V
ulnerability
eness and mortality
Vulnerability
ulnerability:: body awar
awareness

In the conversations of Playback Theatre York there is one piece
of advice which, like the wisdom of the tribe, is regularly repeated.
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It is that when you are feeling vulnerable and uncertain of yourself
you are most likely to give a good performance. The company
recognises, as I am sure many playback practitioners do, that the
vulnerability of the performer is one of the factors that permit
lively and committed work. Vulnerability can permit the performer
to be open to the teller’s story as well as to be closer to their own
emotional world. It can of course work in the other direction: the
performer, haunted by fearful vulnerability, can close off and be
defensive. In that case their work is likely to be formulaic and lacking
in responsiveness; nevertheless in order for the performer to work
sensitively and, I would argue, ethically, he needs to remain
vulnerable and a little uncertain. The proverb pride comes before a
fall is never truer than in playback theatre where the risks of
exhibitionism are so great. Without a certain level of vulnerability
the performer is in danger of sacrificing the teller’s story to their
own desire to be seen.

3. Sensitivity to and keen awareness of difference:
the ‘otherness of the other ’.
In searching for a contemporary ethics and politics of playback
beyond ‘the illusion of a universally binding ethic’, Jutta
Heppekausen writes:
Playback Theatre is one of those practices that enable
the complex possibility of real contact, real meeting
to take place between people. In this, it represents a
form of moral learning… The meetings, which occur
between people, happen face to face; there is an
emotional relationship. (2003 p.3) [my emphasis]
She finds an ethics of playback in the acceptance and recognition
of difference; the ‘opening of a dialogue’ through the recognition of
the ‘other’; and the acceptance of ambiguity and uncertainty.. This
notion of the ‘face-to-face’ encounter as the ground of ethics is
found in the work of the French philosopher, Emmanuel Lévinas
(see Erickson 1999). Lévinas considered the other to be
‘unknowable’ and ungraspable. He suggests that this fact calls us
to responsibility toward the other. Jon Erickson writes of Lévinas:
Lévinas continually states the importance of the
maintenance of separation between self and the
Other as essential for maintaining the ethical relation;
in particular he marks the separation that prevents
one from seeking reciprocity with the Other, which
could as some point easily dissolve into an illusion
of a complete identification between the two parties.
(1999 p.10)
Over-identification or easy-identification with the other
(Llewelyn 1995) is one of the dangers of representation in playback
theatre. Lévinas calls for a sustained awareness of the irreducible
otherness of the other. It is an attitude essential in playback
performing.

4. The kkey
ey rrole
ole of the ‘citizen actor
actor’’ and the
ensemble

Jonathan asserts his belief in the ‘citizen actor’ who performs
as needed and ‘melts back into the social fabric’, who ‘voluntarily
absorb[s] the pain and problems of others’ and who offers ‘Service
without security, without fanfare, without adulation’ (Fox 1994

p.214). As a strategy that may permit performers to remain sensitive
to difference.

5. The Ensemble

The ensemble is a key safeguard against unethical performance.
It both provides support for the actor to take risks and protection
for the audience. Over time a reasonably honest company of players
– working as they do with their own stories – will train each other
in the sensitivity to difference and vulnerability necessary for ethical
performance. The relative safety of rehearsal can provide the
opportunity for performers to develop the necessary sensitivity to
each other and to each other’s stories. It acts as a brake on the
performers’ ‘exhibitionism’ and it can encourage actors to be less
timid and tentative. The rehearsal room is often the place where
performers take responsibility for their work and where they discover
the limitations of their emotional and theatrical range. In
performances it is rare for tellers to directly challenge the work of
an actor – in rehearsals it is not. For this reason the work of a
company in rehearsal is essential for both the aesthetic and the
ethical quality of playback theatre. The rehearsal constrains and
liberates playback performers; and thus it provides some protection
for its tellers.

6. Making the everyday extraordinary

Alan Read, in his consideration of the ethics of theatre, argues
that theatre is ‘…a domain beyond everyday tyrannies to take
better notice of the real pleasures of everyday life’ (1993 p.36). As
Conquergood did, he warns of the dangers of sensationalising the
life and practices of the other. In an argument, which I think we can
adopt for playback theatre, Read says, ‘…the critical task might not
be to domesticate the exotic but to exoticise the domestic’ ( p.7). In
other words playback performers sometimes need to relinquish
the temptation to sensationalise a teller’s story and instead bring
out its everyday aspects. In my early days of performing I was
sometimes disappointed if the stories were not full of emotion and
harrowing content, forgetting that the simple pleasures of everyday
life are often extraordinary triumphs of hope over despair.
There are of course other principles that have not occurred to me and
I would be very glad to hear from you. n.rowe@yorksj.ac.uk
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WHAT’S BEEN
HAPPENING?
What’s been happening
Some Notes from a meeting to share questions and stories about
how we might do Playback Theatre in contexts of trauma in the
UK following the July 7th bombings.
From Veronica Needa and Erene KApatani
Duncan Foster, Alix Harrow, Erene Kaptani, Terry MacGachy, and myself met in central London. The impulse was
to bring together people within the playback community to look at our own responses to the events of July 7th
2005, and support each other in our questions about doing playback in this context, and other contexts where
trauma stories might occur. It’s a huge exploration, and we had modest ambitions for the day.
Veronica: The 5 of us introduced ourselves to each other, shared our expectations, and co-creatively managed
the rest of the day. We began with a little writing exercise. We set up two dishes. Into one we would put ideas,
images that were ‘hanging around us’ however illogical they might be (right brain activity), ie. ‘bird bath’ or
‘steps’. Into the other we put what we thought might be a traumatizing event for us, ie. rape, or car crash. We
didn’t know what we might do with these pieces of paper, and we put them aside. But we also trusted that
some inspiration might pop up, and we would be open to that.
We also talked about the cultural difference in emotional reaction and behaviour to the event of 7/7. Is there a
peculiar Britishness to the relatively low key response? Certainly the political response here has been very different
to 9/11. When we talked about our personal reaction to that Thursday, some of us confessed to some distance
of feeling. Even though none of us had experienced the Blitz directly, were we influenced by some ancestral
coping pattern in the collective unconscious, to ‘take it in our stride’, or is it our insufficiency of empathy and
imagination, about which we also felt guilt and frustration.
Over lunch we looked at some writing by playbackers already experienced in working in trauma contexts. (Bill
Layman of North Central Washington Playback Company, and Nurit Shoshan of Israel Tel-Aviv Playback Theatre).
Many of our earlier questions found some answers here. After lunch we looked at a variety of possible enactments
of traumatic events. Two stories connected to the atrocities in Rwanda and Cambodia were told. And we
improvised staging options, sometimes with cloth, mostly in silence. It was rich and powerful. There is so much
more to do in this exploration. And clearly each playback company would do well to give some time to this. We
concluded our time together by looking through our dish of right brain images - and enjoyed the serendipity of
matching these images to each other in playful and sometimes deeply coherent ways. Then we buried the
collection of ‘traumatising possibilities’ in the rubbish skip.
I felt it was a quietly rewarding time for us all, a creative, open-hearted encounter.
Erene: My note is that when sometimes things appear to be nonsensical, they ARE NOT. For example the violence
we have experienced on the 7th July comes from a systemic violence. Capitalism is based on violence and
exploitation. We have to work on two levels - the personal and the sociopolitical. What happened could be
seen to be justified in the minds of the people who commit this crime because of the British Government’s
foreign policy. We ought to see the whole macro-picture which helps to contain and rationalize the emotions
when necessary. It is valuable, indeed, to work through anger, fear and sadness in playback sessions but at the
same time it is equally valuable to know why certain actions are happening.
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WHAT’S BEEN
HAPPENING?
What’s been happening
Playback and Hurricane Katrina
I’d like to fill you in on exciting developments in our project to
bring playback theatre to persons affected by Hurricane Katrina
and ask you to help.
1. Playback Theatre (NYC) has received an invitation from
the organization Common Ground, which has been using
volunteers to rebuild a health center in the 9th Ward of New
Orleans, to perform at their end of project event, which will
take place in ten days time. Paul McIsaac and his team will also
use the occasion to build relationships in the Gulf for future
playback interventions. We support this opportunity and are
collecting funds for it.
2. The School is offering this January a new course entitled
“People of Color Working in Playback,” in part to train playback
persons of color to conduct performances in hurricane-affected
regions, where a great proportion of the displaced persons are
black. Pamela Freeman and I will be faculty. Pamela and I do
not want to turn anybody away from this course because they
lack funds.
3. We are organizing a program where playback teams,
consisting primarily of persons of color with white allies, will
bring playback theatre to survivors in New Orleans and other
affected regions. There is an exciting possibility that we may be
able to draw on the resources of the pt community to offer a
residential package combining playback and counseling
services. For this larger initiative, we are still organizing
locations, logistics, and the basic service concept.

We are encouraged by a recent paper reporting on the work
of Granadan drama therapist, Tracie Rogers, who learned pt
when she was studying in New York. Working for the Social
Recovery Unit of the Agency for Reconstruction and
Development of Granada, Tracie has developed a successful
playback program to help people recover from the devastation
of Hurricane Ivan in September 2004.
We are seeking outside funding to support this work, but
realistically, our biggest hope lies in our own community. We
invite you to join us with a personal contribution, as much as
you can afford (our budget for the full project at this point is
$25,000). Some groups are also giving the proceeds of benefit
performances to the Katrina project.
You can send a check made out to the School of Playback
Theatre marked “Katrina Fund” or phone the School with a
credit card pledge. We can also debit your card on a monthly
basis. All money raised will be held in a sequestered fund. Of
course contributions are tax deductible.
One of our main objectives is to gain knowledge that all in
playback can use, as we learn specifically how to achieve what
many in the pt movement have intuitively felt for a long time that playback can be effective to promote disaster recovery.
Please join us with a pledge!
Yours,
Jonathan Fox

A new member of the IPTN Board: Charles Schnarr,
from Tucson, Arizona.
I am happy and honored to be one of the newest members of the IPTN
board. I felt it was a peak experience for me to welcome our global
community to Arizona, US. this past February for the Symposium. I
will never forget the joy I experienced in being able to perform with
my company for the international community. That gathering reminded me
of the wonderful opportunity we all have to serve our local communities
as well as serve together in the international community using Playback
Theatre. I am looking forward to helping our collective process of
staying connected as a community. It is important that we take use the
skills and artistry that we have gained through training and progress
and keep Playback Theatre expanding in its role in building community
connection. I plan to step in as best I can and support the growing
awareness of Playback Theatre in the world, and serve all the members
of the IPTN. Stay in touch and let me know how I can help. My
company, Tucson Playback Theatre, can be located on the web at
www.tucsonplaybacktheatre.org
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From Annette Henne

Ethics is a matter of the heart
In Playback theatre we ask for personal stories and moments
- they are somehow the most personal thing a human being
has, because our whole life-experiences lay within each one
of them. Each one of us experiences the world different
and in a very individual way! So each story is an intimate
expression of our perception of the world. That also includes
the most superficial moments. I always wondered: “Why do
we tell exactly this moment or this story in this moment here
in this unique performance?“
The whole process of Playback theatre is based on the idea
of exchange. The setting of Playback theatre is a dynamic
happening of relationships between many people and each
one of those people is a complex, linked up, living system.
Playback theatre is a ritual. It’s very important to keep this in
mind. Without seeing it as a ritual, we will miss the point of
the basic idea of Playback theatre. The ritual way playback
theatre is done gives a structure to the happening. We can try
to control a performance with our mind, our thinking, or
whatever - but in the end we miss the concept of spontaneity
lying beyond it – the very basics!
Jonathan Fox once said: Spontaneity is one of the key concepts
in Playback theatre. Spontaneity means mind and heart and
body surpassing the boundaries of each. Spontaneity means
unifying oppositions. Spontaneity is play, is striving, is leaping
beyond.“ So the ritual helps people to feel safe and secure to
tell personal stories . This is ethics!
“We all have a (worthwhile) story“ - this is the first basic
value in Playback theatre. This is the absolute appreciation of
a human being, of our life, of our experiences and our path.
All, you and me and all the others are welcome and worthwhile
the same way. In our training we have the chance to open
our heart, to eradicate our blocks, and to enlarge our
consciousness in a playful way, so we can fulfil Playback
theatre’s basic values.
Playback theatre is in many ways a very special theatre. And
one of its most special qualities is its ethics.

So, now we are coming to the point:
Ethics means in fact our inner attitude. And our inner attitude
has to do with the inner values we believe in and which give
sense to our humanness and which we live for and focus our
life on – which we act upon on Playback theatre’s stage! The
values we act upon in Playback theatre are: Respect, honour
and dignity. The two key concepts behind this are: one is the
ideal of service and the other one is grace. Only with those
values we can fulfill the vision of Playback theatre. The IPTN

has formulated them in “Mission” and “Vision”:
We in Playback theatre embrace the unfolding of life and the
inherent spontaneity of persons and communities within their
cultural, social and political contexts.
We recognise the universal longing for affirmation and for
connection with others.
The spontaneous enactment of personal experience in
Playback theatre builds connection between people by
honouring the dignity, drama and universality of their stories.
To do what we are meant to do in Playback theatre does not
depend on being a member of IPTN – it depends on our
inner attitude. But being part of this network is helping us
not to lose track.
Ethics has nothing to do with any moral issues or with rules
of behaviour. Ethics is a matter of the heart, of an open
heart. Playback theatre is a “Theatre of the Heart “and we
need an open heart to respectfully playback, to really want to
hear the story (like we promised at the beginning of a
performance. We want to hear your stories and play them
back to you !) We need to keep that promise. To keep a
promise is an ethical action. And playing back is catching the
essence, catching the wisdom within, and the transmission of
acceptance.
So ethics has something to do with the openness of our
heart, we should not forget, that the first name of Playback
theatre was “Theatre of Love”.
Ethics means love. And love includes everything. In Playback
theatre we cannot do anything else than be a benevolent,
loving mirror. Playback theatre has to do with reconnecting
human beings and therefore deals with our deepest longing
for togetherness and acceptance! The movement towards
coherence is innate and is like an original instinct.
“The qualities of the heart matter most, which has a function
for society and has a a primary integrating force. In Playback
theatre we are nurturing, caring, concerned to create beneficent
atmospheres ( Jonathan Fox, Theatre of Love). So we could
say that in Playback theatre’s concept there is a sense of
something soft, female, there is the subject of renewal and
of hope. This seems to me very important, because the
“world” still value more traditionally masculine rubrics. We
are used to compete, to judge, to compare – our mind seems
so important and controls our life. But changes are not
happening in the mind!
So, if we are taking it seriously, what Playback theatre means
INTERPLAY .9.

and includes, all our questions about “how to deal with this
situation?” , “What shall I do when...” , could somehow
dissolve in air when we realize, that all what really matters is
our inner attitude, our values and the understanding of the
concept of Playback theatre. The atmosphere we are creating
in Playback theatre depends on our ethics. And a loving

atmosphere will be transformative for all.
Playback theatre is a theatre with multi-dimensional qualities
for the well-being of humanity that fits no category, an
improvisational theatre whose goal and impact surpass our
imagination.

A Tale of Two Companies
On November 26, 2005, Judy Swallow, Jo Salas and Sarah Urech met to have a conversation about
the coexistence of two playback theatre companies in neighboring towns in the Mid-Hudson Valley
region of New York. Judy and Jo are co-founders of playback theatre, international playback leaders,
and core faculty of the School of Playback Theatre. Judy is founder/director of Community Playback
Theatre Highland, NY, and Jo is founder/artistic director of Hudson River Playback Theatre,
New Paltz, NY.

We began with Judy and Jo discussing how
their neighboring companies Community
Playback Theatre (CPT) and Hudson
River Playback Theatre (HRPT) got
started. Jo concludes this by saying:
Both companies started in this kind of
overlap, not totally intentional, but
exploring “OK, who are we, and how do
both live in this community?”
In the beginning of HRPT, I was appreciative
that the members of CPT, whatever your
misgivings were about another company
starting, were very supportive. There was
a really generous attitude. For our part,
we wanted to do whatever we did in a
respectful way. Over the years, we’ve
maintained clarity about who does what
where… at least that’s been our intention.
Sarah: And that’s grounded in the
relationship between you two, isn’t it?
Jo: Obviously that’s really important. Judy
and I have been co-creators and pioneers
and friends for 30 years. Also, by now I
have known all the CPT people for 20 years
or more.
Judy: I find that when there’s a confusion
or problem, I would call you [Jo], because
I have more of a direct connection.
Jo: We’ve sometimes combined forces in a
number of different ways.
Sarah: There was that memorable show
at a women’s conference.
Jo: With women from both companies; Judy
conducting and me playing music, that was
fantastic.
Judy: That was great.
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Jo: It feels like extended family in that way.
I’ve heard about times with other
companies in other places when there’s
been some difficult feelings around that,
because it hasn’t been done in a diplomatic
way. Judy and I either talk about it directly,
or there’s enough trust that if we don’t, it
would still feel all right.
Judy: I was thinking about how we borrow
actors back and forth, even as we’ve
developed separate identities.
Jo: As far as having different styles, I don’t
feel that’s an impediment to working
together. When we do shows together, we
find out what our common vocabulary is.
Judy: And we go back to that common
vocabulary.
Jo: It’s quite stimulating to work together,
to have different bodies, “oh, I’m not used
to having you between my legs in a fluid
sculpture! [Laughter] And it’s kind of
exciting!”
When I heard about this issue of Interplay
on ethics, I realized as I thought about it
that ethics within performing are very much
lined up with doing decent playback. If
you’re doing ‘good enough’ playback
theatre, it’s by definition ethical, and if you’re
not doing playback that fundamentally
respects the teller or the process, you’re
not doing good playback and you’re not
being ethical.
But where it seems much more difficult to
pin down and where murky things can
come up is—how do we work together as
colleagues, whether we’re companies in the
same vicinity like our two companies, or

whether we’re part of the worldwide
playback community? It’s in the area of
coexisting as playback practitioners that
we need to look at what is ethical and what
isn’t. I think there are some implicit ethical
guidelines, but they’re in some ways at odds
with other prevailing ethics. For example,
in the business world you can be cutthroat
competitive, it can be legitimate to openly
criticize your competition.And it seems to
me that in our world, that particular
behavior would not be ethical.
Sarah: Let’s talk about communication,
collaboration, and competition.
Judy: I like the feeling of coming out to
the public as collaborative and different.
Jo: Me too.
Judy: It’s important to me to offset the
corporate way of working. It’s great to
collaborate, just like the Acts of Kindness
shows all over the world—being advertised
as part of a larger vision. We companies
have our differences: some performers are
paid, some are in the gift economy, but we
all share the language of playback. An
attitude of abundance is important … […]
Jo: To me it’s a plus that there are two
companies.The more playback is out there,
the more people know about it.There’s such
a richness and mutual strength that comes
from having a strong local presence. […]
And yes, we have to be scrupulous about
our communication with our clients and
with each other. There is the potential for
misunderstanding, for example one group
having the idea of contacting an
organization, not knowing that the other

WHAT’S BEEN
HAPPENING?
What’s been happening
inserted into the pause. A hand shot up immediately. I
went up to Wasim, a visually impaired computer genius.
Wasim said, “For me, the first person who comes to
my mind is Suresh,
who was one of the
first people from here
to finish his degree
and find a job”. I
turned to the actors
and sang out, “Let’s
hear!”. The actors
were in full flow and
even before the fluid
ended there was
t h u n d e r o u s
applause.
The
audience had got the
idea
and
were
beginning to play. The
questions then flowed. What would be the one wish that
you would want God to grant was answered by peace,
prosperity for all. One question was about the founder
of the trust who had been recently featured in the
newspapers for his outstanding work – what do you
feel about Mudda Sir coming in the papers? One girl spoke
up, I wish I could emulate him. The actors made it look
as if the teller had been featured in the papers. On
hearing her name being used as part of the enactment,
the crowd was in raptures.
Thus finding our feet we went into the stories. I
escorted a young lady, Gowri to the teller’s chair. Gowri
was reminded of an incident where she and other
visually impaired inmates of the trust were hit by a
speeding car. One of the inmates broke a hip bone
and all of them were taken to the hospital. Her
memories of the hospital were all the noise and the
chaos and the treatment during their stay. She made
it sound very matter of fact and even made it look
humorous, the audience laughing with her narration.
We were very impressed by the courage shown by
these apparently handicapped people. After the story
was enacted, Gowri said it would be great if people
were made aware of the difficulties of the blind, they
did not expect pity, but the awareness would go a
long way in making them feel independent and self
reliant. The audience nodded vigorously in assent.
The manager herself shared a story, which must
rank among the all time inspirational stories of the
world. She had wanted to do an MA degree in
economics years before. She took up the entrance
exam as a regular candidate and breezed through.
She was called for the interview, where some eminent
panelists asked her many questions on economics and
she acquitted herself fairly well until asked a question
on graph theory. She said she would draw a graph
and explain if she were provided with pen and paper.
The reply was – look, it’s right in front of you. She said
it would be help me greatly if you could put it in my

hands, because I am blind.
It had taken 45 minutes for the interview panel to
figure out she was not a regular candidate! They were
extremely impressed but nevertheless she
would not get the seat because it was not
the done thing to give a blind candidate a
seat in a regular course. She begged,
cajoled and fought with them. She
explained that she needed no help or pity,
she would manage if only they gave her
the seat. The case went to the ViceChancellor, the Governor and all the other
education bigwigs before she finally got a
seat. To prove a point and make a
statement for the blind she worked so hard
she ended up with the 2 nd rank for the
whole of the state.
As the story was enacted, I as the
conductor sitting next her saw her shed
quiet tears of joy on reliving the experience. The
audience was moved to the core, but not as much as
the actors who had been privileged to take part in
such a story. Ms. Nagarathna hoped the story would
help other people like her to go forward and never
give up. The audience kept clapping.
We closed with a few conflicts, Wasim sharing his
dilemma of choosing between computers and music.
The actors were introduced and I thanked the inmates
for being a most amazing and wonderful audience. We

were served tea and treated like honored guests. We
were asked to come back every week to perform for
them.
The rest of the day sped by in a daze, and we went
home with an experience that humbled and delighted
and raised us. We knew that God was in Heaven and
everything in the world was just fine.
Umesh PN
The Playback Theatre Company, Bangalore, India
home205@vsnl.com
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relation to them,
“they’re trying to take
our work, they’re better
than us, they’re worse
than us.”
[…]

A Playback Theatre performance for the Blind
Or
The Day we felt it was worth living
The Playback Theatre Company, Bangalore recently
created the memory of a lifetime for themselves. The
experience was so magical and spiritual that as the
Company’s documenter I felt it my duty to share it with
every other Playbacker in the world.
One of the members of The Company was a
volunteer for the Samarthanam Trust for the physically
handicapped and the
visually impaired. He
suggested we do a
show there as part of
our monthly Playback
Community initiative.
We jumped at the
offer without second
thought. We had just
performed
at
a
mental home and
come out brimming
with confidence. A
preliminary meeting
was set up the
marketing manager
for the trust, who
was herself visually
impaired.
The meeting was intimidating to say the least. The
manager wanted to know what the idea was and did
not seem too impressed with the explanation. She
wanted to know how we could help the organization.
They needed money to fund the trust, they did not
really want any “cultural” program, and they had a
dance, music and drama team that was currently
touring the United States. The strong read-betweenthe-lines message from this very self assured woman
was – no pity, no condescending attitude please. We
managed to convince her that we would just try out
one performance for the blind students, aged 5 – 40.
After having jumped into the water, I began to have
second thoughts. Easier said than done - as the group’s
conductor, I had many doubts. For the fluids, the
simplest questions could be deadly double edges. For
example, how can one ask, what is your favorite color,
or did you read the paper today or what is your favorite
book or the hundreds of ideas that we non-blind take
for granted. For that matter, how could one say, Let’s
watch ?! Besides these, there was the language
challenge. A lot of actors did not speak the local tongue,
Kannada. I would have to juggle with that as well. To
top it all, the performance would be on a roof-top open
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to the skies, right next to the main road with all the
noisy traffic. How would they even hear us?
I took the advice of two great playbackers, two most
influential people who have shaped my thoughts. I
shared with them all my fears and my tentative
solutions to the challenges. We decided to have a mini
workshop for the participating actors where we
discussed and worked out ideas like
slowing the pace and rhythm of
enactment and using voice as the
primary tool. The think tank worked
out a plan, prayed to the Almighty
and set off for the show.
We went there with a team of about
10 wonderful actors. On the terrace
we found the entire place was
surrounded by high rise apartments.
So we decided to invite those
residents to book their balcony
seats, by means of extremely loud
voice exercises. Meantime the
audience arrived and we escorted
them to sit on the floor. When
everyone was seated, I put the plan
to action.
The first thing to do, the think tank had worked
out, was to make them feel comfortable and at the
same time make them understand the difficulties we
would face. We would start off with an exercise to
subtly ask for their help. I asked them to sing along
with us that wonderful song – Circle Round for Freedom.
Before the song, I told them that actors were very
nervous in front of such a fantastic audience, they
would do their best but crowd support was essential.
Besides, the actors are all terrible singers and they
need vocal backup, I said. The crowd roared in approval
and I led in learning the song line by line. Loud and
melodious strains of Circle Round for Freedom roamed
the atmosphere. The door had opened and we were
in.
The first question to a fluid is usually a typical What
do you feel about Bangalore or What do you think we are
going to do today? Basically, a non-threatening question
easily answered. According to the plan, I set precedent
on its head, and asked a personal question – When I
ask you to think of Samarthanam Trust and its inmates,
who is the first person that comes to your mind and why?
There was a quiet moment that hung in the air. An
additional “If you want to say something please put
up your hand, I’ll come to you and we can talk” was

Sarah: I’d like to ask a
question about each
company’s relationship
with the School of
Playback Theatre and
reaching
the
international playback
community through
the School.

company is already working there.
Frequently I get a call from someone who
wants to reach CPT, and I explain that and
have them call Judy. We have some sense
of different spheres where we work.You’ve
done work with agencies that work with
the elderly, and we haven’t done that at all.
I wouldn’t venture into that unless it was
in consultation with you.
Judy: Yes. We had one show on bullying in
a school. We didn’t follow through,
although they seemed pleased with the
show.We knew that playback was useful in
schools on the topic of bullying. And when
HRPT began to do this work, we were
delighted, because the work needed to be
done.We celebrated that.
Jo: What feels very important is that we
have careful communication, and the
willingness to actually talk when things are
tricky, and the overall framework that
having two companies is a good thing. In
addition, there’s the active collaboration
where we spend some time with each other
once a year and then do a performance
together. It’s important that we have this
time together and have fun together, and
it underlines these other aspects of the
relationship.
Judy: On the topic of communication…
it’s like prejudice the world over: if you
don’t know someone, it’s easy to make
something up—the mind doesn’t like a
vacuum.The more we know each other as
people, with our histories and how we got
involved in playback, and what our lives
are like, the less we seem dangerous to each
other.
Jo: It’s such a universal theme. When a
group feels the presence of another group
but doesn’t know them or understand them,
it’s human nature to construct fears in

Jo: It’s totally central to
all of this that Judy and
I are pioneers of the first company, and
that we’re both so closely associated with
Jonathan and with the School as teachers
and colleagues. It’s felt very meaningful for
HRPT as a company to connect with the
international community that comes here
every year.
Judy: Because of scheduling, our First Friday
performance is not workable for the School.
Our company has been a bit distressed by
that, because we wanted the students to
see a performance of ours. In the past we’ve
managed with students coming to an open
rehearsal, and that was fine, we had a great
time and people seemed to have a good
time too.And then the people in the School
would come to an HRPT show. Two years
ago, someone in our company had the idea
of having a separately scheduled show for
the School at Vassar…

knowing that [successful coexistence]
won’t just happen without that. In contrast,
the experience of having a different
company coming to our area and doing
public performances without consulting us,
or without informing us, doesn’t feel good
at all. That doesn’t feel ethical or collegial
or considerate.
Judy: That’s the question about ethical and
collegial. I’ve done a lot of reading about
women’s ways of making decisions, which
tends to be collegial. When there’s a
playback activity that I don’t know about…
I might not object to it, but I want to know
about it. I don’t want to be excluded
because I’m a playback person.
Jo: It’s a really important value on sharing
information, and that’s what doesn’t happen
in the corporate world.That’s where we’re
really different—playback when it’s working
well, compared to the profit-making
business model. Yes, for our individual
playback companies, we have some
ambition, it’s totally unavoidable and
natural and good. We have a vision, we’re
trying to achieve something. But to my
mind, it’s not ethical to achieve that at the
expense of another playback entity.
Judy: The word that comes to my mind is
transparency. I think it’s the trust of each

Jo: It was actually my idea. We [at the
School] want as many students as possible
to see a show. So I thought of seeing if you
were willing to schedule another show to
coordinate with the School, so that people
could see CPT.
Judy: That was a brilliant idea. That
connection with the School community is
so important for me, so I’m delighted to
have people be connected through a
performance. That was one place where
there were a couple of hurt feelings at one
point; it could be felt that people in the
School didn’t feel that CPT was worthy of
a show.

Jo: Yes, it’s a win win win!

company having its own fingerprint, its own
identity and niche. So you can be
transparent about your ambition and
wanting to succeed in your goals, and I
don’t want to get in the way of that.

Being very intentional about [our
communication] has been really important,

Jo: I can be transparent, knowing that if I
tell you that I’m going for a grant on a

Jo: That wasn’t ever the case…
Judy: It’s great that it’s worked out.
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certain project, you’re not going to say,“oh
that’s nice,” and then apply to the same
source for the same project. If I didn’t trust
that, I would find it hard to be transparent.

differences, as in the phrase “love is an
appreciation of differences,” it really helps.
It’s different than “we’re all together in all
things.”

Judy: This comment is not exactly in the
ethical realm. I wanted to say this about
our differences. The idea of playback as a
community activity is very important to
me—a community of people getting
together and trying out the different roles,
sometimes including the audience.That’s a
very different focus than HRPT has. And
as long as people can honor their

Jo: It perhaps would be more challenging
if there was more overlap between what
you wanted to do and what we wanted to
do. The overlap that’s there feels fairly
comfortable. You’ve really been very true
to that value of being very accessible to
the community at large. Our focus has been
a particular population group and then
another particular population group,

usually with a social justice focus. So there’s
a kind of complementarity. But hopefully
those principles of communication,
intention, and collaboration would stand
you in good stead no matter what.
The complete version of this
conversation is available from the
online edition of Interplay.
Sarah Urech is a graduate of the School of
Playback Theatre, a member of Hudson River
Playback Theatre since 1994, and a new board
member of the International Playback Theatre
Network.

A path to integrity
by Jonathan Fox
Lately I’ve been thinking about the
word, “integrity.” To most of us it means a
sort of honesty. For example, if you found
someone’s wallet on the street, you will
seek to find its owner without removing
any money, if you have integrity. Integrity
also seems indirectly related to
gratification. If you have no integrity, you
will indulge your need for more wealth, or
power, or fame—even at another’s
expense. When I think about it more,
integrity also connects to sense of self.
Having integrity is to pursue a path that
leads to a higher good. In order to do this,
however, we need a sense of where the
boundaries of self lay. I cannot relate with
integrity to my lover if I do not have a sense
of our personal boundaries. A mother with
no sense of boundary between herself and
her children will not consider reading their private mail a
lack of integrity.
A feature of playback theatre is that it demands integrity.
I believe it also teaches integrity. How so? Playback seems
almost by definition to demand self-honesty and discourage
self-gratification. In playback we constantly have to make
fine discriminations regarding self and other. For instance,
as actors we hear the teller and get an impulse about how to
act in the story; is this impulse truly in response to the teller,
or is it merely based on our own stuff? On stage, I interact
with the other actors; can I truly work with them to fulfill
the story, or am I unconsciously taking center stage in my
desire to be loved by the audience? As a conductor, can I
enter into a truly mutual exchange with the teller aimed at
bringing the story forth, or do I manipulate the process in
order to enjoy my power and look important?
Tellers also face this challenge of integrity. As playback
theatre practitioners, we sense at once if a teller has respect
for the emerging story and humility before it, or whether she
is gratifying herself, by any one of a hundred ways of
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demanding attention or manipulation.
In my experience, the playback theatre
process imparts integrity to company life—
at least when the individuals involved are
open to it. For example, an established
company will arrive at decisions with a high
level of mutuality because the members have
learned to negotiate their personal wishes
and the wishes of the others with integrity.
They can walk together towards the higher
good.
As playback theatre continues to grow
and becomes more diverse, more
individuals come to it without a developed
sense of integrity. This is not a judgment.
There are many factors in our education, or
lack of it, which might lead to such a
situation. The biggest, perhaps, is the
materialistic and competitive value system
of modern society. In fact, few of us these days are raised to
live lives of integrity. In this sense, playback theatre and
what it teaches run against the grain of modern life—to be
generous in spirit; to think of the teller before ourselves; to
willingly share focus with of our fellow performers; to be
humble before the mystery of our stories.
It could be that playback as a vehicle of integrity is as
important a characteristic as is playback as theatre, and a
reason for its enduring appeal.
With this introduction, I wish to talk of two specific
ethical problems confronting us in the pt community. The
first concerns relations between colleagues. We often have
an emotional response to other pt groups and other
individual practitioners. We may feel envious; we may feel
contemptuous; we may feel competitive. Such feelings may
be inevitable. To act on them, however, is to deny the call of
integrity and may lead to unethical behavior. Put positively,
to act ethically with pt colleagues is show respect for them
publicly. It means informing them of an activity that may in
any way effect them. It means consulting them when a matter

WHAT’S BEEN
HAPPENING?
What’s been happening
ਢలئᇿݺᎅਚࠃΔݺחኙխഏᖵขسᘋᔊΔኬኬኙխഏԳຍߪ։ڍԱᎁٵΖ
2003 ڣ৵ऱߪ։ٲᖲΔዝ᧢ګԫଡψऱಳ༈ωΔլਢڂ֚ޢԫڻऱ֒ᏚڤΔ
֘ۖਢ ڇAPG հխΔנԱխഏፖֲاءගऱਚࠃΖຍࠄᆖᖵΔۿլٵΔݺ܀
ٵᑌފچዝψᦫਚࠃωऱߡۥΝᦫՂԫזऱՑ૪ਚࠃΔՑ૪ᖵΖຘመਚࠃፖਚ

ཽፖ Playback ऱֲլ९Δ܀ৰტ࠹ࠩΔݺଚڇຍֱ૿ऱ৸֗ەಘᓵլڍΖՈΔ
ਢڂ Playback چࠅڇऱ࿇୶ࡸΛՈਢڂࠅԳڍᑇאልمഏΔא୮
ૹΔףՂᏁಳ᎔ભΔ८ᙒ۩٣ΔࢬݺאଚڍᓫԳᎾᣂএΔ୮அᣂএΔ֟ᓫਙ
एΔ֟ᓫष֏֮֗אऱ࿇୶ΛՈਢխഏႚอऱࢬ֏֮ܩᐙΔਙएऱࠃΔ

ࠃऱᄮຏ֗ᜤᢀΔݺଚڇאױᅝխ৬مದኙԫଡ୮ഏऱߪ։Ζຍଡ୮ഏΔזאױ
।ԫଡഏ୮Δױޓං୶ࠩᖞଡࠅΔ۟٤Ζຍਢ Playback ऱԺၦΔޓਢՑ૪ਚ
ࠃऱԺၦΖຍإإਢ Heinrich Dauber ऱ֮ີམᓵ૪ Playback ڶᖜᅝ࣍٤֏ऱၞ
࿓ՀΔঅఎԳᣊ٥ڶऱ֮֏ᙊขຍפ౨ (Dauber. 1999:74) ຍਢ Playback ࠅڇኬኬ

լ୲ݺଚຍࠄؓاፖΛ৻ՈړΔຍଡᖵ֏֮ऱᣂএΔࠡኔਢᐙထݺଚΖ
 ڕإJonathan Fox ڣࠟڇছֲءᙩൂऱഏᎾᄎᤜऱዝᎅٍ༼֗ΔψࠐֲࠩءΔᝮᓮ
ֲ֖ࣛء։ࠆהଚऱسਚࠃΔݺଚਢߩڶܡജऱֲءᖵ֏֮֗वᢝװዝᢂΛ
ݺ࣠ڕଚڇຍࠄࠃՂ।ྤवΔ߷Ꮦૹऱਚࠃ༉լᄎᎅࠐנΔڂԳଚᄎᤚ

ױ࿇୶ऱԫֱٻΖംᠲڇΔݺଚམܡఎრመΔړړऱނຍפ౨࿇ཀΖڇ࣠ڕ
PLAYBACKΔຍଡᚨਢᔞٽ։ࠆՑ૪ਚࠃऱֱچΔԳଚՈլᣋრᎅࠐנຍࠄૹ
ऱਚࠃΔݺଚऱՑ૪ᖵਚࠃΔԾڕ۶୶אΔא։ࠆΛ࣠ڕᖵᠦݺଚ
ৰΔ܀থڶՑ૪ᖵנ܂ᇖߩΔݺଚऱΔԾڇױ۶ބΛ

լᛧᝮᓮΖω
Uschi Sperling ऱം່৵༼ࠩΔᅝ۞ա։ࠆԱڔऱਚࠃΔڣ᎘ऱԫᔘ೯ፖ
ڔႜᓫΔԱᇞڔፖጰऱਚࠃΖຍࠄਚࠃΔ߷ఄڣ᎘ԳΔਢൕࠐՈڶቫᇢװ൷
ᤛऱΖൕխΔՕ୮Ոᖂࠩ༇ᄃޢԫଡਚࠃΔ֗אਚࠃխլٵऱԳढ (Sperling & Fox,

ݺଚऱรԫޡΝ
ૹᙰᎁᢝ
ݺଚ รԫޡΝૹᙰᎁ
Heinrich Dauber ີ֮ڇխམംΝψ࣠ڕຍࠄ֮֏ᙊขΔڇছࠟזழڶ؈װΔ
ڼழࠥڼऱᑛԾᄎڕ۶Λ۞ࠐڶ࣠ڕᑛऱઝᖂ୮Εᢌ୮Ε܂୮Δڼழڼ

1999: 149-151)ૉݺଚటऱუຘመਚࠃፖਚࠃհၴΕاගፖاගၴΕזၴፖזၴ
ऱᄮຏ֗ᜤᢀΔ৬مದኙԫଡ୮ഏऱߪ։ΔআၞՀԫאזԫଡ൷֗յઌ༇ૹऱ
ኪ৫ΔژޣฆٵΔᥛᐊՀଡזऱਚΔࠀঅఎԳᣊ٥ڶऱ֮֏ᙊขΔݺଚऱรԫ
ޡΔࢨਢ٣ᎁటาᦫݺଚՂԫזΕ٦Ղԫ…זऱسਚࠃΔൕۖట۞ա୮

ࠥऱભഏԾڕ۶Λωຍࠄ৸ەរΔ݁ਢ playback Ꮑ૿ኙऱᖵࢤਗᖏ (Dauber,
1999:73)Ζଉཽऱ৸ەរΔࠅऱ৸ەរΔԾਢչᏖΛ…
ڶ࣠ڕքΕ ڶSARSΕڶԮԫሏ۩ΔଉཽԾᄎ৻ᑌΛ࣠ڕΔতࠇයપΕ
խᜤٽᜢࣔΔൕࠐڶࡳΔଉཽԾ৻ᑌΛڇଉཽΔݺଚམܡუመΔཷچاຍ

ഏᖵߺ࿓Ζ

ᖵፖ 2003 ڣԮԫऱԺၦΔڕ۶յઌݼᘝΔࡰྤࠩחᏒΔऒྤૻऱଉཽԳΔ
ڃބԫଡ୮Δྥ৵ထݺଚऱ୮ΔܘԺ৬Δۖլ٦אலᨠृΕྤ౨ृ۞ࡺΔუ
ထڕ۶ڇଉཽඅԫរܓ墿༉ֱהװΛ৬ូم᥆ტΔԾܡױਢ֥Կයمऄழࢬᎅ
ऱფഏᓵᓳא؆ऱԫጟൣᡖΛڕ۶ડ᧩ଉཽԳऱؿએ֨ൣΔڕ۶ᨃݺଚ

Sperling, Uschi, Fox, Jonathan (1999), “Emerging From Silence” in Fox, Jonathan & Dauber,
Heinrich (1999) Gathering Voices: essays on Playback Theater.New York: Tusitala
Publishing.
Dauber, Heinrich (1999), “Tracing the Songlines: Searching for the roots of Playback Theatre” in

堚Δ֨սᢀ୮ഏΔ܀լཊᎁڼٵழࠥڼऱਙࠫΛ٦ۖංၲΔڶ࣠ڕնሎ೯Ε
ԶֲݼڣΕഏ٥փᖏΕ֮֏ՕࡎΔխഏΕֱچԾᄎ৻ᑌΛ
ࠅچڇመװԫߨڣۍመګཷچاऱזڣΔཷۥچاऱહ৵Δᤖ៲ထ
ৰ໌ڍ႞ΔᐙΖ່႞࿀ऱΔኙۖݺຍΔ༉ਢψᖵᠦݺৰ…ω
Ζ܂ࠅ

Fox, Jonathan & Dauber, Heinrich (1999) Gathering Voices: essays on Playback
Theater New York: Tusitala Publishing.
Fox, Jonathan (2003). “Closing Address: The Our Red Thread” in Interplay On Line.
Ꮵฯ᧵ (2005)Ζψଉཽऱཷچا৩ᨋΝൕཷچاᆖ᧭վ֚ऱଉཽቼωΖଉཽΝ
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ԳΔݺଚڕ۶چاཷڇᖵխૹਕ۞ݺऱრᢝፖᏝଖΔૹਕԫଡ୮ഏऱߪ։Δא
֗ૹ᥆࣍ݺଚऱ֮֏ΛߒຶཷچاऱᖵࢬᙊఎՀࠐऱᐙΔץਔኙ୮ഏऱൣ
ᆠ֮֗֏ࢭႚऱᎽᡶ֗ᐡΔԾ౨ڇܡᆖᛎᖄऱଅՀΔඅររऱࢷ୶़ၴΔ
ᨃԳଚ֘৸Δૹᄅ৬مԫଡ᥆࣍۞աऱψ୮ωΛ٦ۖՀװΔᝫࠅ֟ڍڶऱᖵΔ

৵ಖ
ګݙຍᒧ֮ີऱॣᒚΔਢψ911ωऱၜڣΖ٦ڻࠩ၉ଙՀࠐऱᢴᙰΔլ

֠ࠡ܂ཷچاऱᖵ֏֮Δ֗אᖞଡਙएΕᆖᛎଢΔೈԱଡԳߪ։ംᠲ؆Δ
սڇᐙထݺଚΛۖ܂ཷچاऱຍመװΔڇᜤᢀࠅփഏፖഏऱᣂএΔ֗א
૿ኙ٤֏ऱਗᖏຍࠄᤜᠲՂΔԾଟ֟ڍڶऱۯᆜΛ
ຍࠄംᠲΔݺսބլࠩூΖवሐΔຍࠄۿᠦߪऱᤜᠲΔࠡኔፖݺଚऱ

ᆃ٦ੌڻՀณෝΖୈመመ৵Δუऱംᠲਢڕ۶ٻছߨΖ৻ᑌऱߨΔ߷ٻଡֱٻ
ߨΔՈط堚 911 હ৵ऱਚࠃၲࡨΖٵᑌऱΔਢᠦլၲመװᑇԼڣΔאીᑇڣۍ
ऱᖵΔլַਢભഏْ֗ࢮ܌ऱᖵΔޓਢᖞଡխࣟऱᣂএΕྫ֜ԳፖᑛԳऱ
ᣂএΖᅝխ௫֗ᆖᛎΕ֮֏Εਙए࠷ٻΔ۟լࡲٵඒΔլٵᐋڻऱᦞܓञΖ

سஒஒઌᣂΖ،ଚ݁ਢࠅऱመװΔਢࠅऱۥΔਢچࠅڇፖ Playback
ऱ֖ࣛլ࣐࢙ီऱࠃΔᎁటᎁᢝΔԵ৸֘ەઊऱᤜᠲΖᎅኔڇΔឈྥڇݺଉ

່ࠩึΔՈਢߨٻψ֮ࣔωຍߺ࿓Δ۞ྥۖسऱԳࢤംᠲΔਢୃᖂऱᤜᠲΖ
ຘຍࠄࠃٙΔऱီມΔᏁګޓᑵۖᐖខऱᢘΖݺΔຍթਢݺଚፖ

ၞԫנޡठΖ

PLAYBACK հխΔ່ՕऱਗᖏΖ
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WHAT’S BEEN
HAPPENING?
What’s been happening
APG ֬ಖΗطଉཽԳऱߪ։ࠩཷۥچا
ဎੱ Wah Shan, Betty (Emmy) (18/9/2005)

ࠟڣΔݯΔ༉ਢຍ ڻAPG ऱԫଡᠲΖຍԿ֚Δݺଚ։ࠆԱৰڍፖࠟڣছ
ڶᣂऱਚࠃΔڶ։ᠦΕᎄᄎΕ૿ኙΕ൷ΕૹນΗΗΗΖݺଚڇୈΔݺՈڇୈΔ
ާૹچୈΖຍٝާૹΔԫऴఎ֨ݺڇΔԱཽڃΖྥ৵ݺ࿇ΔݺऱާૹΔਢԫ
ጟྤऱღΖݺ೯ᐊຍᒧ֮ີΔቫᇢધᙕຍٝާૹऱტ࠹֗ڃຍംᠲΝψݺ
ਢչᏖԳΛω
ΖݺᄎאԫଡԶԼسנזڣऱଉཽԳऱณ٠Δ։ࠆ ڇAPG ऱ Playback
Jamming ৵ऱԫࠄტ࠹֗֘ઊΖᅝխΔრუլࠩऱΔਢࠩބԫࠄࠅഏ୮ऱൣ
उΝཷچاᖵࠡ֗ᐙΖຍࠄΔݺᎁΔਢݺଚچࠅڇፖ Playback ழᚨᇠ
ࣹრ֟܀ಘᓵऱࠃΖݦݺඨΔຘመຍᒧ֮ີΔᨃݺଚԫದტ࠹ݺଚ٥ڶऱመװΔ
ፖڼழࠥڼऱᣂএΔࠀ൶ Playback ڇڇ৬مषᆢΔᥛᐊᖵऱߺ࿓ՂΔފאױዝ
չᏖߡۥΖ
ᅝࠟ
ᅝࠟڣሖՂاග
ሖՂاගΝૹ
Νૹሖऱߪ
ሖऱߪ։ٲᖲ
։ٲᖲ
طԫଡࠟڣছऱਚࠃၲࡨΔ່ڇ৵ԫ֚ऱ Playback Jamming խנԱֲءᇿխ
ഏاගऱਚࠃ1ΖݺଚڇୈΔݺՈڇୈΖৰڇڍऱ֖ࣛΔֲ֖ࣛءऱటᇨሐዙΔ
ࢨტ࠹ࠩהଚऱץာۖੌෝΖݺ܀ৰ堚ᄑΔݺਢထՕ୮ٵழյઌტᡖΔ٦ۖԫ
ದװటݺଚऱመװΕڇፖੌۖࠐآෝΖ߷ԫࠥΔݺଚࣄထլٵऱ႞ฉΔԫࠄ
ࠡኔᠦݺଚৰΔ܀սᐙထݺଚऱ႞ฉΖڇऱԫۯ՛֖ࣛΔ֚టچംה
ऱააΔչᏖݺଚᄎୈΖ߷ۯააᎅΔᄅԫڶזᖵऱץာΔߨؓࡉٻΔ
սݦڶඨΖݺኙຍ྾ᇩڶৰՕऱტᤛΔݺᎅΔ܂ԶԼسנזڣऱଉཽԳΔᖵ
ᠦݺৰ…֨ݺტާૹΖ
ຍٝާૹΔԫऴఎ֨ݺڇΔԱཽڃΖྥ৵ݺ࿇ΔݺऱާૹΔਢڂຍጟ
ྤऱტ࠹ፖ༟Ζݺტ࠹լԱ߷ጟᖵᙊఎՀࠐऱ࿀ΔլԱᇞاගၴऱΔݺ
ބլထፖᖵऱຑᢀΖᅝࠟڣሖՂݺଚऱاගΔૹݺሖԫଡߪ։ٲᖲΖ
ࠟڣছΔ2003 ڣऱ 7 ִ 1 ֲΔSARS հ৵ऱԮִ֚ΔնԼᆄଉཽԳՂဩՕሏ۩Δ
ݼᤜഗءऄ֥Կයऱمऄ2ΖݺᎅመΔຍਢ່ݺტࠩψݺਢଉཽԳωऱԫࠥΖ2004
ڣऱ 7 ִ 1 ֲΔإᅝնԼᆄଉཽԳ٦ڻՂဩΔഀψWe Love Hong Kongω
Δݺথڇ
ᆄՁऱ़Δཛထ School Of Playback Theater ছၞΖ֨ൣฆൄᓤᠧΔٍਗದݺփ֨
ऱԫଡጊംΝݺਢչᏖԳΛຍࠩڻᄅࡕףΔٵᑌം֗ຍംᠲΔଶ؏Δ༉ਢ Playback
Jamming ছऱխ֑ΖݺᎅΝψԮូڃΔݺਢཚৱऱΔسֺړ९ڇബ塄୮அऱ՛Δ
1

ڶᣂऱᇡൣΔױ ەKimberly ऱ Reconciliation at the APG, 17/8/2005. http://spicetolife.blogspot.com/
2
խഏፖഏ ڇ1984 ڣૡπᜤٽᜢࣔρ৵ΔঁܛمࠇקીԺ໌ທԫଡ༚ᦞࠌ۩ཽڇऱऄ৳
ਮΔࢬנאଉཽ۩ऱπഗءऄρΖᅝխ່ࠠञᤜऱය֮ਢรԲԼԿයڶᣂᆃַٚ۶ధᡏഏ୮อ
ԫऱمऄΖ৵ࠐڂքࠃٙ֗אխञᓵ֥ۖחԿයऱޅေ࢙ီΖՂ૪ය֮ႉܓᛧຏመΖ
2002 ڣଉཽਙࢌૹ༼֥ԿයऱمऄΖᅝழৰڍଉཽؑ݁ا।ᖜ֨ᐙߢᓵ۞طΖ܀ଉཽਙࢌլ
ؑاᜢଃΔאൎ࿏ऱኪ৫ ڇޣ2003  ڣ7 ִمऄΔਗದؑاऱլየΔנۖڂԮԫሏ۩Ζᇡൣױ
ەΝhttp://www.article23.org.hk/chinese/main.htm

ऱਚࠃխດ՛ດ՛چ৬مದࠐΔਢԫଡऱಳޣΖຍଡಳޣΔՈլߪݺڇՂ
נΔޢ࣍ڇޓԫۯଉཽԳߪՂΔࢨΔޢ࣍ڇԫଡۯᖾ॰ԳΕԳΕᄅࡕף
ԳΕဗ৳ᎏԳΕٱ৫Գ…۟ᖾՒထΕભഏऱ႕ԳΕٱรڜԳߪՂΔۯޢ࣍ڇ
س९࣍ԫڶထψཷچاωຍહནऱࡺߪاՂΖ
٥᥆ݺଚऱਚࠃ
ଚऱਚࠃ
٥᥆
ބڇ༈ऱመ࿓խΔބထԫଡਙएᆖᛎऱߡ৫Δૹଉཽ܂ഏཷچاऱመ
װΖ
܂ԫଡཷچاΔଉཽഏԳࠐྤૻऱᖲΖଉཽፖխഏ။ᘣയΔഏ
ڂ။ၲ֨Ζءֲ۞܀ᖏඓ૾ދၲࡨΔףՂഏ٥փᖏΕ٥ข᤻مഏΕឌᖏΔڇഏ
ᎾᖏฃݮႨՀΔਙࢌړലଉཽፖխഏດޡ։ᠦΖݺଚຍࠄ ڇ1949 אڣ৵ΔՒ
سՒ९ऱଉཽԳΔآᆖᖵመଉཽፖխഏጹയᜤᢀऱֲΔኙխഏࠌܛլቧ༞Δൣ
ტՂٍਢงᠦΖࠩԱԮԼזڣԶԼזڣΔଉཽऱءՒრᢝၲࡨနॕΔڂထ़ᘒऱ
壄壀ΔឈྥࠩڃխഏԳຍଡߪ։հՂΔחଉཽԳીԺፖ۞ߪऱ࿇୶Δ܀থሖՂ
ք3ΖଉཽԳஎ٥ऱ֨٦ڻᙌΔխഏٵழ᥈ࢢଉཽψᣌωഏ୮Ζຍ։எ᥈Δ
3

ք֚ڜ॰ࠃٙਢ 1989  ڣ4 ִ 15 ֲ۟ 6 ִ 4 ֲၴ֗ࠡ৵ԫ࿇ڇسխဎԳا٥ࡉഏऱਙएࠃٙΔ

ངࠐխਙञΔଉཽԳ᧢ྤൕፖΔլ౨൳ࠫΔᑊᛟլڜΖऴࠩ 2003  ڣSARS
֗ഗءऄ 23 යΕԮԫՕሏ۩ΔଉཽԳթڶԱৰՕऱ᠏᧢… (Ꮵฯ᧵Δ2005: 54-151)
ߪ։ऱ৬࣍ڇمᎁٵፖຑᢀΖ༉ਢڼڕΔࠩԱ 2003 ڣΔ
ψଉཽԳωऱߪ։ડ
ྥנΝڂԮԫሏ۩ਢᗑऱ᥆࣍ޢԫۯଉཽԳΔݺଚၲࡨឭๅא۰ψױல
ᨠΔլױፖωऱ֨ኪΔࠀޢނԫۯψଉཽԳωຑᢀದࠐΔԫದፖ৬۞مաऱ
ψ୮ωΖ2003 ݺڣଚຑᢀլՂխഏΔڂຍଡሏ۩ਐٻऱਢխഏΖڂຍଡኙݼΔ
ݺၲࡨࢴݼψխഏԳωຍଡߪ։Δ܀থݱԱݺଚڇኙݼऱΔਢᅝࠥऱਙࠫΔᅝࠥ
ऱᦞΔױլਢխഏऱ֮֏ΔխഏऱࣾۂΜ
۞ 1949 ڣଉཽፖխഏऱ։ᠦΔݺଚൕ۟سנվՈ֜ክऱאሶ؆ᨠ־ऱኪ৫
ৱԫ֊ፖխഏڶᣂऱࠃΖࠃլᣂաΔալߪऱٵழΔൕנ࿇ΔൕలئՑխ
ऱᖵਚࠃנ࿇Δൕ ڇAPG խᦫࠩऱዝᤩመऱਚࠃנ࿇Δݺսྥፖխഏڶထൣ
ۖՏᆄᜐΔ܀ૉឆૉऱຑᢀΖຍਢଉཽᗑڶऱขढΔԫ֊ऎ࣍܂ཷچاຍ
ᖵΖݺၲࡨࣔػΔ۶ݺլᄎየߩ࣍ࠩԫءଉཽᤄऱᥨᅃΖฅຶΔݺኙխ
ഏऱࢴݼլ࣍ڇխഏԳऱߪ։Δ֘ۖਢਙएࢤऱࢴݼΖࢴݼݺվழվֲऱଉཽਙ
ࢌΔխഏਙࢌΔਢኙֆᆠऱ္ޣΔਢլየྤऄፖΔլवڕ۶ፖΖ
ᖵ༉ݺڇଚऱߪᢰΔ༉ጩ٦լ൷࠹ΔսਢݺଚऱΔყਢᠦၲΔყਢಮ؈Ζ
ᖑࣄޢԫଡᖵΔࢭᎁ،ऱڇژΔ૿ኙΕ൷ፖૹນԫଡΔթބנᚨߨऱሁΖ
ψଉཽԳᆖᖵመԫᗑऱཷاᆖ᧭ΔԳๅᠦԱ۞ߪऱᖵ֏֮ႚอ…ឈྥߪڇ
ଉཽΔ֨܀ᨋথቝԫଡྤࡰᏒΔऒྤૻΖଉཽԳᏁόڃ୮ύ
Δᨃ֨ᨋࠩڃԫ
ׂ۞ᤚ᥆࣍۞աऱֱچΔࠩބόߪڜύፖόࡎمύհࢬΖፖόڃ୮ύյ।ᇙऱ

ึ࣍ڃאױ୮ԫᑌΖ߷ழΔݺᎅψݺਢխഏԳω
Ζូڃ৵Δߨࠩ 2003 ڣΔݺথኙխ
ഏԳຍଡߪ։Δ᧢ࢴݼΖݺৰྐඨΔڶԫءഏᤄᐊထਢଉཽΔۖլਢխഏࢨ
ഏΰ௧؆αऱᥨᅃΗΗΗωݺ܀ᎅլ堚ࢴݼڇݺչᏖΖྥۖΔݺటऱუԫءଉ
ཽᤄऱᥨᅃႯΛ
ᖵᠦݺৰ
ݺৰ…
ᖵ
ᖵᠦݺৰ…ݺડྥუದΔམ༓۶ழΔݺኙխഏᖵᑷფॺൄΖ՛ழൄൄ
ᦫలئᎅչᏖ֮֏ՕࡎΕֲוؚגءΔࣔתլػΔ֨խࣄထৰՕऱጊംΝչ
ᏖֲءԳᄎؚխഏԳΛչᏖխഏԳᄎུᚘխഏԳΛչᏖڃփچழΔटაᄎ
᧷ݺլ႖ᎅᇩΛຍࠄጊംΔ֧࿇ݺኙᖵऱᘋᔊΔݺ೯Աᇞ२תધڇխ
ഏΕଉཽऱՕ՛ਚࠃΖխᖂழזΔݺᑷფխഏ२֗זխഏ֮֏ઝؾΖՂԱՕ
ᖂΔݺᙇԱڶխഏ֮֏હནऱᄅࠅೃΖᖞଡመ࿓ΔךየؿએΕञ֬ΕࢴݼΕא
֗լᎁٵऱᜢଃΔ່ࠩึ۞೯࣋ඵΖຍଡՀ֑Δݺ٦ߨၞᖵΔݺം۞աΔ܂
ԫଡԶԼسנזڣऱଉཽԳΔ۶װ۶ൕΛ
უದਢ Gathering Voices խΔJonathan FoxΔԫۯભഏྫ֜ԳΔം Uschi
SperlingΔԫۯᐚഏԳΔࠡᘣ׀سᘣ֗ᤉٍ׀ਢጰऱፖृհԫΖڼം طUschi
࣍รԫࡻ Playback Theater Symposium ऱ։ࠆၲࡨΝψ܂ᖏ৵ऱᐚഏԳΔ֗א
ጰګऱՖΔڶݯԫଡຂٚ֗ᏁװঅާᚈΖݺլუជ᥆࣍ݺऱئ׀Δլ
უជ᥆࣍ᐚഏΔլუជ᥆࣍ຍᖵΖݺუᠦၲΖྥ৵Δڶݺԫଡ୮ (homeless)Ζω
(Sperling & Fox, 1999: 137) ༉ਢຍጟ homeless ऱტᤚΔݺक़Աৰڍழၴૹᦰຍધ
ऱխഏᖵΖૹᙰᎁᢝΔૹᄅᖑࣄΔྐݺඨᇿψ،ωڍԫរऱᜤᢀΖྥ৵ࠩބݺΔ
ݺऱෝฉΔޓਢထ٦ބڻထ٥᥆ݺଚऱመੌۖװՀΖݺუΔຍԫ֊Ոਢൕలئ
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ਢᒔߪߪ۞م։Δڶό୮ύऱԳਢࣔڶᒔߪ։ऱΔۖ৬ࣔمᒔऱߪ։ΔՈൕ
ԫଡό୮ύࠐࡳΖԳഄڶवሐ۞աਢᓴΔթ౨ᒔ۞مաऱؾᑑΕֱٻΔթवሐ
۞աչᏖΖω(Ꮵฯ᧵Δ2005: 174-175)
૪ᖵΝPlayback ڇଉཽ֗ࠅᖵ
֗ࠅᖵխऱۯᆜ
խऱۯᆜ
Ց૪ᖵ
܂ڶΔڶᖵऱֆڇاፖ Playback խऱೄೄ؈ᆵΔངࠐऱਢፖመ
װᐋ൷ᤛΖބݺထԫጟൎ௺ऱᜤᢀტ֗༈ऱრᢝΖቅழΔڶԫጟৰݙᖞऱტ
ᤚΔլַਢߪΕ֨ऱݙᖞΔਢຑᖞଡଉཽΔאીխഏΔ֗אնՏڣڍխഏ֮֏Δ
֗אᖞଡࠅऱݙᖞტᤚΖຍመ࿓່ݺחტ᧫Δਢ࿇ຍࠄመװԱऱΔۿਢፖ
ݺଚڶᣂএऱਚࠃΔڕڶ৩ᨋ֚֚ᐙထݺଚΖᅝխΔݺଚսྥ࠷ڶٚ
۶ᖵऱඒಝΔսߨנመװऱອᐙΖڇຍൣቼՀΔڇ৬مषᆢΔᥛᐊᖵऱߺ
࿓ՂΔՀԫޡΔᇠ৻ᑌߨΛۖᅝխΔPlayback ԾފאױዝչᏖߡۥΛ
ຍװڻᄅࡕףΔ່Օ࿇ਢΔ߷ጟፖ୮ഏૉឆૉऱᣂএΔא٦ڻ堚ཐچ
ܧΔೈԱڂۨᒴՂऱຑᢀΔ࣍ڇޓਚࠃՂऱຑᢀΖહထཷچاऱᆖ᧭Δח
ଉཽԳإإటటऱូڃխഏΔᔾൎ۩ڤऱഏൣඒ्ᄎࠃתפΖଉཽԳڇመ
 װ50 ڣڍፖլԱխഏऱᖵΔڶൣტՂऱᜤᢀΔਢྤऄ᧢ޏऱࠃኔΖ֘ۖΔ
אՕᑓऱᖂسΕاฒऱለؓࡉऱཾ۩Εقሎ೯ၲࡨΔ܀ਢᖂسቸ᧯ࡉਙࢌհၴٌڇ௫խآ౨
ሒګ٥ᢝࡉਙए࠰ݔΔ່৵א૨ၷࣳԺᚘึܫΖᇡߠΝ
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tiananmen_Square_protests_of_1989

concerns both companies. It means respecting their
intellectual property.
To act with integrity regarding a neighbor pt company
is especially challenging when that company does not act
with integrity towards you. In such a difficult situation we
want to continue ethical behavior while protecting our own
reputation and property as best we can.
As playback theatre becomes even more diverse, we
cannot expect that each new practitioner will be imbued
with a strong sense of integrity. Therefore I support the idea
of placing prominently on the IPTN website a statement of
ethical conduct. This will give clear guidelines to those
needing them.
Most important, however, is not a statement of how to
behave but to emphasize building relationships. Where pt
groups in a region have annual gatherings there develops a
basis for ethical relations because relationships are nurtured
over time. When we spend time with each other, we listen to
each others’ stories. Having gotten to know each other, we
have an incentive to seek a solution to any problem that
promotes a mutual benefit. Our goal in collegial relations
becomes similar to our goal on stage—to work as an ensemble
to embody a larger story. For this reason, I support strongly
regional gatherings.
The second concern relates to newcomers to playback
who think they know more than they do. Here is an example:

A school teacher takes a two-day introduction to playback.
Then the pt instructor hears that this teacher is teaching pt
to students. The pt instructor feels uneasy, since she knows
that the teacher does not yet know enough playback to teach
it safely and responsibly. She feels she has perpetrated an
unethical practice. She resents the teacher for not
understanding how much time it takes to build up a secure
pt identity.
The preferred course of action is patiently to nurture a
connection with this teacher, so that she will see the wisdom
of taking more training. At the same time, I think it is a good
idea at the end of an introductory workshop to distribute a
written statement of ethical practice, perhaps as part of a
resource list. This statement should caution against moving
too fast as a pt practitioner before obtaining a solid
grounding in all aspects of the practice. (On the School home
page there is a similar statement aimed at academics—see
“Letter to teachers.”)
To conclude, I am suggesting two practical steps—a
statement of collegial ethics on the IPTN homepage and a
statement for new learners tagged onto a resource page that
would be handed out at the end of an introductory
workshop.
At its core, playback embodies ethical behavior. It
demands our integrity at every turn. It also teaches us
integrity and a way to reach for the greater good.

Ein Weg zu Integrität
von Jonathan Fox
In der letzten Zeit beschäftigt das Wort
„Integrität“ meine Gedanken. Für die
meisten von uns bedeutet es eine Art
Aufrichtigkeit. Hast du z. B. auf der Strasse
eine Geldbörse gefunden, wirst du den
Besitzer suchen, ohne Geld daraus zu
entnehmen, wenn du integer bist. Integrität
scheint auch in umgekehrtem Verhältnis
zu Genuss zu stehen. Wenn du nicht
integer bist, wirst du deinem Bedürfnis
nach mehr Reichtum oder Macht oder
Ruhm nachgeben, auch wenn es auf
Kosten anderer geht. Denke ich länger
darüber nach, ist Integrität auch mit dem
eigenen Selbstverständnis verbunden.
Integrität zu haben bedeutet, einen Weg zu
gehen, der zu einem höheren Gut führt. Um
dies zu können, brauchen wir jedoch ein
Gespür für unsere persönlichen Grenzen. Ich kann mich
nicht in Integrität auf meinen Liebespartner beziehen, wenn
ich unsere persönlichen Grenzen nicht spüre. Eine Mutter
ohne Gefühl für die Grenzen zwischen ihr und ihren
Kindern wird es nicht als Mangel an Integrität erleben, wenn
sie deren private Post liest.
Es ist ein Charakteristikum des Playbacktheaters, dass
es Integrität fordert. Ich glaube, dass es außerdem auch

Integrität lehrt. Auf welche Weise? Playback
scheint fast schon per Definitionem
Ehrlichkeit mit sich selbst zu verlangen und
vom Selbst-Genuss abzuraten. Im Playback
müssen wir dauernd sehr genau zwischen
unserer Selbst- und Fremdwahrnehmung
unterscheiden. Zum Beispiel hören wir als
Schauspieler den/die ErzählerIn und
bekommen einen Impuls, wie wir in der
Geschichte spielen sollen; ist dieser Impuls
wirklich eine Antwort auf den/die
ErzählerIn oder basiert er bloß auf unserem
eigenen Zeug? Auf der Bühne interagiere ich
mit den anderen Schauspielern; kann ich
wirklich mit ihnen zusammen arbeiten, um
die Geschichte umzusetzen oder nehme ich
in meiner Sehnsucht, vom Publikum geliebt
zu werden, unbewusst die Mitte der Bühne?
Kann ich als LeiterIn wirklich in einen wechselseitigen
Austausch mit dem/der ErzählerIn gehen, der das Ziel hat,
die Geschichte voran zu bringen, oder manipuliere ich das
Interview, um meine Macht zu genießen oder wichtig zu
erscheinen?
ErzählerInnen sehen sich ebenfalls zu dieser Integrität
herausgefordert. Als Playback-Anwender merken wir sofort,
ob ein/e ErzählerIn Respekt vor der auftauchenden
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Geschichte hat und in der Erzählung bescheiden bleibt oder
ob er/sie in einer der hundert Arten, Aufmerksamkeit oder
Manipulation zu fordern, sich selbst genießt.
Nach meiner Erfahrung verleiht der Playback-TheaterProzess dem Gruppenleben Integrität – zumindest, wenn
die beteiligten Mitglieder dafür offen sind. Zum Beispiel
wird eine bestehende Gruppe über einen hohen Grad von
Austausch zu Entscheidungen finden, weil die Mitglieder
gelernt haben, ihre persönlichen Wünsche und die Wünsche
der Anderen mit Integrität zu verhandeln. Sie können
gemeinsam auf das höhere Gut zugehen.
Playback-Theater wird weiter wachsen und wird
unterschiedlicher; es kommen dabei mehr Individuen ohne
einen entwickelten Sinn für Integrität hinzu. Ich meine das
nicht abwertend. Es gibt viele Faktoren in unserer Erziehung
oder den Mangel davon, die zu solch einer Situation führen
können. Der bedeutendste ist vielleicht das materialistische
und Konkurrenz betonende Wertesystem der modernen
Gesellschaft. Eigentlich werden heutzutage nur wenige von
uns dazu erzogen, ihr Leben in Integrität zu leben. In diesem
Sinne läuft Playback-Theater und, was es lehrt, gegen den
Strich des modernen Lebens: freigiebig in seiner Einstellung
zu sein; zuerst an den/die ErzählerIn zu denken, bevor man
an sich selbst denkt; freiwillig die Aufmerksamkeit mit
unseren Mit-Spielern zu teilen; bescheiden angesichts des
Geheimnisses unserer Geschichten zu bleiben.
Womöglich ist die Eigenschaft von Playback, Integrität zu
befördern, ein genauso wichtiges Merkmal wie die Tatsache,
dass es auch Theater ist, und ein Grund für seine dauerhafte
Anziehungskraft.
Nach dieser Einleitung möchte ich über zwei spezielle
ethische Probleme sprechen, mit denen wir in unserer PTGemeinschaft konfrontiert werden. Das erste betrifft die
Beziehung zwischen Kollegen. Wir haben oft eine
emotionale Antwort auf andere PT-Gruppen und andere
einzelne Anwender. Vielleicht fühlen wir Neid, vielleicht
Geringschätzung, vielleicht Konkurrenz. Solche Gefühle
sind eventuell unvermeidlich. Auf ihrem Boden zu handeln,
heißt aber, den Ruf der Integrität zu überhören, und dürfte
zu unethischem Verhalten führen. Positiv formuliert heißt
ethisch mit PT-Kollegen umzugehen, ihnen öffentlich
Respekt zu zeigen. Das bedeutet, sie über eine Aktivität zu
informieren, die sie in irgend einer Weise betreffen könnte.
Das bedeutet, sie zu Rate zu ziehen, wenn eine
Angelegenheit beide Gruppen angeht. Das bedeutet, ihr
geistiges Eigentum zu respektieren.
Sich integer gegenüber einer benachbarten PT-Gruppe
zu verhalten, ist eine besondere Herausforderung, wenn
diese Gruppe nicht integer dir gegenüber handelt. In solch
einer schwierigen Situation wollen wir ethisches Verhalten
fortsetzen, aber auch unseren eigenen guten Ruf sowie unser
Eigentum, so gut wir können, schützen.
Playback-Theater wird sogar noch unterschiedlicher
werden und dadurch können wir nicht erwarten, dass jeder

Neue, der es praktiziert, von einem starken Gefühl der
Integrität erfüllt ist. Deswegen habe ich die Idee unterstützt,
auf der IPTN-Website an herausragender Stelle eine
Erklärung über ethisches Verhalten unterzubringen. Dies
wird denen klare Richtlinien geben, die sie brauchen.
Am wichtigsten jedoch ist nicht die Aussage, wie man
sich richtig verhalten soll, sondern die Betonung darauf,
gute Beziehungen aufzubauen. Wo PT-Gruppen regionale
jährliche Treffen haben, entwickelt sich eine Grundlage für
ethischen Umgang, weil Beziehungen über eine Zeit hinweg
gepflegt werden. Wenn wir Zeit miteinander verbringen,
hören wir unseren Geschichten zu. Haben wir einander
kennen gelernt, haben wir den Ansporn, eine Lösung für
jegliches Problem zu suchen, was einen Nutzen für beide
bringt. Unser Ziel in kollegialen Beziehungen wird unserem
Ziel auf der Bühne ähnlich: Als Ensemble zusammen zu
arbeiten, um eine größere Geschichte zu verkörpern. Aus
diesem Grunde unterstütze ich regionale Treffen sehr.
Das zweite Anliegen betrifft Neulinge beim Playback,
die glauben, über mehr Wissen zu verfügen als sie haben.
Ein Beispiel: Die Lehrerin einer Schule nimmt an einem
zweitägigen Einführungslehrgang für PT teil. Dann hört
die Leiterin des Workshops, dass diese Lehrerin ihren
Studenten PT unterrichtet. Die PT-Leiterin fühlt sich
unbehaglich, da sie weiß, dass die Lehrerin noch nicht
genug Playback kennt, um es sicher und verantwortlich zu
lehren. Sie fühlt sich, als hätte sie eine ethisch nicht richtige
Tat begangen. Sie nimmt der Lehrerin übel, dass sie nicht
versteht, wie lange Zeit es braucht, eine sichere PT-Identität
zu entwickeln.
Am besten sollte man geduldig mit dieser Lehrerin eine
Verbindung pflegen, damit sie versteht, wie vorteilhaft es
ist, selbst mehr Unterricht zu nehmen. Zugleich halte ich es
für eine gute Idee, am Ende eines Einführungsworkshops
eine schriftliche Erklärung über ethisches Verhalten zu
verteilen, vielleicht als Teil einer Literaturliste. Diese
Erklärung sollte davor warnen, sich zu schnell als PTAnwender fortzubewegen, bevor man sich ein solides
Fundament in allen Aspekten der Praxis erworben hat. (Auf
der Webseite der Schule befindet sich eine ähnliche
Erklärung, die an Akademiker gerichtet ist – siehe “Letter to
teachers.”)
Am Schluss fasse ich noch einmal zusammen: Ich
schlage zwei praktische Schritte vor: Eine Erklärung zu
ethischen Standards im kollegialen Umgang miteinander
auf der IPTN-Webseite und eine Erklärung für Lernanfänger,
angeheftet an eine Literaturliste, die am Ende eines
Einführungsworkshops ausgehändigt wird.
In seinem Kern beinhaltet Playback ethisches Verhalten. Es
fordert unsere Integrität in jedem Moment. Und es lehrt uns
auch Integrität und einen Weg, das höhere Gut anzustreben.
Übertragung
ins
Deutsche:
Bühnenkiste, PT –Südwest

Peter

Pfundt



WHAT’S BEEN
HAPPENING?
What’s been happening
be prepared for racism against them. “Yet, this is the first
time in the whole weekend that the issue has come up,
and instead of saying how awful we are, you have called us
‘angels.’ We are so relieved and thankful.”
I see a few eyes getting moist as the conductor asks
the Chinese group of actors to play this feeling back as a
fluid sculpture.
Kayo, the original conductor, also speaks.
“I feel I must say something too. Our people did terrible
things to your countries during the war. Even
though it was many years ago, and even
though it was not my hands that did it, I want
to apologize for the things my ancestors have
done in the past. I want to say that I am sorry
for the things the Japanese people have done
to your people in the past. I apologize on
behalf of my people.”
The Chinese actors are still standing in
front. All of them are openly crying as they
play back this apology as a new fluid
sculpture.
Astounding. I am a privileged witness of
an amazing emotional healing taking place
before me in the room. I am not crying. I am
too stunned. I am joyfully in awe. I’m quite
sure my mouth is hanging open. My hands
are holding my heart. It is about to burst.
I’m standing in the midst of what feels like a
miracle.
Asians are notorious for keeping their
feelings inside, for never talking openly about hurts or joys,
rarely do they openly showing displays of affection. We
once had a Japanese student live with us. She said she
loved that we hugged her as she’d never been hugged by
her parents. One Chinese friend once told me that they
are like a thermos; cold on the outside, but hot on the
inside. Yet, on this afternoon in Singapore, as this group
decides to sit in a circle to process what has just happened,
there are grown men of different Asian races openly
weeping and hugging one another.
Different people around the circle share what they are
thinking and feeling. One thought she didn’t have any
prejudice until that afternoon, and as soon as she realized
that there was a corner of her heart that was hateful toward
the Japanese, it had disappeared.
Why don’t I have any tears? It’s because I am so filled
with hope for the future. I am seeing first hand how easy
it is to build bridges of peace and reconciliation with a few
genuinely spoken words. I decide to share with the group
now sitting in a circle.
We are all one or two generations away from the
atrocities of World War II, and yet there has remained,

knowingly or subconsciously, a racism that has been
inherited from our parents or grandparents. As our
generation learns to reconcile like this, we learn that we
can live in peace, harmony and genuine friendship.
In my home country of the USA, the races that have the
most reason to hold a grudge with American Whites are
the African Americans and the American Indians. My adopted
son Cameron, who is an ethnic mix of all three of these
races, has grown up in Asia. Today he has witnessed

everything we’ve all just seen and heard. Yet, despite this,
he turned to me in the middle of all the tears around us
and said, “Mommy, why are they all crying?”
In his heart of hearts he can’t imagine any reason why
this group would be anything other than a bunch of friends
from different countries getting together to play and have
fun.
THIS IS TANGIBLE HOPE. Our generation has the
opportunity to raise the next generation with Cameron’s
genuine heart of unity and brotherly love across cultures.
We closed our circle time sweetly stumbling through an
old song recently recorded by Vince Gill. I just took a moment
to look up the lyrics online. They are worth memorizing
again.
Let there be peace on earth and let it begin with me.
Let there be peace on earth the peace that was meant to
be. With God as our father brothers all are we. Let me
walk with my brother in perfect harmony. Let peace begin
with me let this be the moment now. With every step i
take let this be my solemn vow. To take each moment and
live each moment with peace eternally. Let ther be peace
on earth, and let it begin with me.
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WHAT’S BEEN
HAPPENING?
What’s been happening
From Kimberly Creasman who attended the recent
Asia Playback Gathering
Reconcilliation at the Asia Playback Gathering
About twenty participants from the region had selected
to participate in a “jam session” as their last workshop
for the first ever Asia Playback Gathering the 6-9th of August,
2005. I brought my 8 year old son Cameron along to watch
and play with me.
Kayo, of Japan’s “Playback AZ,” was an impressive
leader as she got us started with a game and began
conducting the first of the afternoon’s stories. I liked her
style. She drew us in, and drew the stories out with her
warm, confident, and shepherding personality. After a few
fluid sculptures she suggested we allow actors to perform
in their own languages. Some of them were wonderful actors
and we weren’t getting a chance to see them shine when
they were limited by trying to speak in English.
We tried it. A woman from Taiwan shared a story, with
English translation, about saying goodbye to her 4 year old
son at the airport, and realizing that he was growing up. A
group of Japanese actors played the story back for us, in
Japanese. It was a clever, artful, touching improvisation.
We all understood it because we’d heard the sweet story
only minutes before.
Next a group of Chinese from Hong Kong, Singapore
and China got up to play a new story back, They were going
to use a mix of Mandarin and Cantonese. A Filipino
participant, Edward, decided to share a story he said he’d
been saving for 2 years. He’d been waiting for the right
time to share it and felt this was the setting.
The group became a little uncomfortable as he shared
about planning to go to the International Playback Gathering
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in Japan 2 years ago. He told us about his Filipino
grandfather’s strong words, “Why would you want to travel
to that country, with all those awful people? Why would you
want to spend your time and money in a country with the
Japanese?” He replied, “Never mind the Japanese,
Grandfather. If I want to learn more about Playback
Theatre, I have to go there. I’ll go just for the playback;
not for the people.
Cameron, my son, and I were the only non-Asians in the
room. However, I’ve been living in Asia 7 years. That is
long enough to learn that the hatred and racism toward
the Japanese people is pervasive in this region. Japanese
soldiers inflicted unspeakable horrors on Asia during World
War II; occupations, mass killings, torture. Many from the
generation who experienced these things are still alive,
and they have shared their unrequited bitterness with those
of us who have come after.
As we listened, Edward went on to tell his story. It turned
out differently than it started. It turned into a story about
the Japanese “angels” who helped him when he was alone
in the train station having missed the last bullet train; the
“angel” who had returned to him important belongings he’d
inadvertently lost; the “angel” who had welcomed him to
the conference when he finally arrived very late on his first
night. He finished by saying that he’d learned that the
Japanese are kind, friendly and good people. No matter
what happened in the war, it is wrong to have such
predjudice against the Japanese today.
Wow. We all looked to the Chinese group who’d
volunteered to be the actors. If any group hates the
Japanese it is the Chinese, but this group did a touching
improvisation of Edward’s story. It was too bad that the
Japanese sitting next to me couldn’t understand the
language of the actors as the story wrapped up. It ended
with a hug and the actor playing Edward saying in Chinese,
“My grandfather was SO wrong.”
The actors all quietly looked to Edward when the piece
was finished. It was their offering to him. To us. We let
the offering linger in the air for a moment until a Japanese
woman broke the silence.
“I’d like to share a feeling,” she said.
She told us how the Japanese playbackers had met before
this conference and had anticipated what might happen
when Asians got together to share important stories from
their lives. “We were prepared for people to hate us. We
were prepared for stories that might tell how terrible we
are.” They had talked ahead of time about how they should

ԫයຏᖞ٤Գհሁ
֮ΚЯᙥՓΗપஞ
ΚЯ႓ᙩ㠮
່२ݺԫऴڇ৸ەԫଡڗΚᖞ٤Գ(Integrity)Ζኙ࣍ՕڍᑇԳࠐᎅΔຍଡזڗ।ψᇨ
ኔωΖࠏڕΚԫଡᇨኔऱԳڇဩՂਕࠩᙒץΔהЯڔᄎঅఎᙒڶࢬץΔܘԺ؈ढ༈ބढ
Ζᖞ٤Գຍଡٍڗၴ൷چፖψየߩωڶᣂΖૉԫଡԳլየߩΔຍଡԳᄎشጐٺጟֱ
ऄΔլ൦ٚ۶זᏝࠐ༈ޣತ༄ΕᦞټࢨܓᥩΖᅝݺ٦Կ৸ၦΔᖞ٤Գፖψ۞ݺრᢝωڶ
ՕᣂຑΖᖑڶᖞ٤Գრ࠺ထಳޣሐᐚݙየΔڇݳᝬޓٻޓભऱቼΖྥۖሒࠩ
ຍଡؾऱΔݺଚؘႊवሐ۞ա܂ଡԳऱᒵڇୌᇙΖݺڕլᄎݺᇿܑԳհၴऱ
ᒵΔ߷ݺ༉լױ౨ᇿࢬფऱԳ৬ݙمᖞۖൈऱᣂএΖԫଡլवሐ۞ݺᒵऱئᘣΔլࣔ
ڔػᇿհၴऱૻΔᅝྥլᄎᤚᦰऱߏԳॾٙڶᏖሐᐚംᠲΖ
ԫԳԫਚࠃᏣᏁፖृࠠໂᖞ٤ԳΙݺઌॾΔᏣٵழٍඒᖄፖृڕ۶৬م،Ζ
չᏖຍᑌᎅΛڂԫԳԫਚࠃᏣऱءᔆ༉ਢޣፖृڇመ࿓խᇨኔ૿ኙ۞աΔ࣋Հ
۞աࢬᏁऱየߩტΖڇᏣխΔݺଚᆖൄඕტ࣍۞ա֗הԳᏁऱ։ΖࠏڕΚᅝ܂ݺ
ዝแᦫਚࠃ৵Δᄎאรԫ֘ᚨࠐዝᢂᇠਚࠃѧѧຍଡܛழऱᓢ೯ਢܡ౨ڕኔ֘ਠᎅਚ
ࠃृऱ֨ᜢΔᝫਢਊᅃݺଚ۞աאऱᆖ᧭ࠐዝᢂΛڇՂΔᅝݺᏁፖࠡהዝჸ
ழΔݺਢܡ౨࠰ԺፖהԳ܂ٽΗאીނਚࠃ।ሒࡵΙᝫਢڇᑨრᢝᦀࠌՀΔڶრྤრհ
ၴྐඨګፘխ֨Δא࠷ᨠฒऱფᚮΛ܂Δݺ౨ܡటኔچፖᎅਚࠃृ֨ᨋტ
ຏΔᨃਚࠃאᒔ֊چแᦫΙᝫਢڇᖙ൳։ࠆመ࿓Δࠆ࠹߷ٝ༳൳ՕݝऱᦞԺΔડ᧩۞
աऱૹࢤΛ
ᎅਚࠃृٵᑌ૿ኙᖞ٤ԳຍޣࠐऱਗᖏΖ܂ԫԳԫਚࠃᏣՠृ܂Δڇᎅਚࠃृ
։ࠆழΔݺଚᄎඕᔲ࣍הЯڔᎅਚࠃऱ೯ᖲΔਢڇղࡎسਚࠃԫٝ༇ૹΙᝫਢڇየߩ۞
աΔٺڤٺאᑌֱऄࠐܑ֧ܮԳऱࣹრΔࢨਢྐඨԫٝᖙ൳ԺၦΖ
ൕݺଡԳᆖ᧭ࠐᎅΔᅝޢԫଡቸ᧯ຟࡖᇨ૿ኙ۞աழΔԫԳԫਚࠃᏣঁ౨ᇠቸ᧯ᓿղ
ԫଡᖞ٤ٻ৫ΖࠏڕΚګڇᑵऱቸ᧯խΔᅝޢԫଡԳຟ౨ᇨኔ૿ኙ۞աऱཚඨΔ༇ૹהԳ
ऱრᣋΔࠀࡖᇨנ܂چಘᓵΔאᔆైऱႃ᧯٥ᢝࠐࡳެ܂ழΔຍଡቸ᧯ऱګ༉౨㿽
֫ᝬޓٻޓભऱቼΖ
ᅝԫԳԫਚࠃᏣլឰګ९ۖ᧢ڍց֏ழΔৰڍଡܑᏣፖृאڶԫଡݙᖞԳࠐ
ᇨኔ૿ኙᏣऱ࿇୶ΖຍլਢԫଡܒޅΖݺڇଚऱඒߛ᧯ࠫխڶৰڍऱᙑ؈ΙࢨΔ່Օ
ऱైڂਢזषᄎऱढᔆᆠ֗ךየᤁञऱᏝଖߓอᖄીվ֚ຍଡ૿ݝΖࠃኔՂΔৰ֟Գ
ൕ՛ඒᖄመԫଡࠠໂᖞ٤ԳऱسΖൕຍֱ૿ࠐᎅΔԫԳԫਚࠃᏣڇזषᄎխ
ॊಭੌۖՂऱٚ೭ΔࡅᩃԳଚ࿇ཀካ༩壄壀ѧѧᎅਚࠃृუ٣࣍۞աΔᑗ࣍ፖࠡה
ዝ։ࠆהԳऱؾ٠ࣹီΔךڇየݎऱਚࠃছᝐ࠲۞աΖ
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WHAT’S BEEN
HAPPENING?
What’s been happening

ԫԳԫਚࠃᏣೈԱਢԫଡᏣڤݮ؆Δޓਢԫଡං೯ᖞ٤ԳऱտΔຍٍਢ۶ڔ౨
ਁՆچԳհૉ㖋ऱڂΖ
ݺཚඨאຍᒧ֧ΔڇנԫԳԫਚࠃᏣቸ᧯խ૿إኙऱࠟଡࠠ᧯റᄐᖙښംᠲΖร
ԫਢّ۴ᣂএΖݺଚᆖൄᄎኙࠡהԫԳԫਚࠃᏣิࢨٽᗑمՠנ܂ृ܂ൣፃ֘ᚨΔࢨ
ਢჍ݊Εਢᓎီࢨਢ֨ژᤁञΖػࣔݺຍࠄტ࠹ࠄڶழଢਢྤױᝩ܍ऱΖݺڕଚ୲ຍ
ࠄტ࠹ᥛΔ༉ਢܡᎁԱං೯৬مᖞ٤ԳऱࠌࡎΔٍױ౨ᖄીլሐᐚ۩ऱ࿇سΖ૿إ
ࠐᎅΔኙԫԳԫਚࠃᏣٵຜנ܂റᄐᖙښՂऱ۩೯༉ᚨᇠֆၲچղኙֱ༇ૹΖຍრ࠺
ထᅝڶٚ۶೯௫ࠡהԫԳԫਚࠃᏣቸ᧯Εױڇ౨ᄎᐙኙֱऱൣउՀΔᚨᅝवᄎኙ
ֱΔࢨਢᐛᇬኙֱრߠΖݺଚᚨᅝૹီࠡהቸ᧯ऱवᢝขᦞΖ

I am very proud and appreciative of all who had put in the
hard work and the labour….”

ਊറᄐᖙ૿ࠐښኙآ౨৬مᖞ٤ٻ৫ऱԫԳԫਚࠃᏣቸ᧯ਢךየਗᖏࢤऱΖڇຍጟൣ
उՀΔݺଚؘႊᤉᥛഒ۞աऱറᄐᖙښΔጣԺঅᥨ۞աቸ᧯ऱټᜢ֗ᔆΖ
࣍طԫԳԫਚࠃᏣ။ᝬڍٻց֏Δݺଚլ౨ཚඨޢԫଡᄅԫԳԫਚࠃᏣګຟࠠໂ
ᖞ٤ԳΖݺڼڂ৬ᤜ ڇIPTN ጻీᅝณհ്၀റᄐښঞΔઌॾຍᑌ౨ፖᏁृش
堚ཐऱਐ֧Ζ
່ૹऱΔլਢٚ۶ڶᣂᖙښऱ֮ٙΔۖਢᣂএ৬مΖᅝլٵऱ pt ቸ᧯چءڇᜰᙄٌੌ
ፋᄎழΔڼ࣍طऱᣂএאᥛ࿇୶Δറᄐښঞ༉ᄎ۞ྥچ৬مದࠐΖᅝݺଚڍक़
ழၴઌፋΔݺଚঁ౨յઌแᦫڼऱਚࠃΖᅝݺଚڍޓᎁᢝኙֱΔݺଚኙ࣍ٚ۶ംᠲຟ౨
࠰֨ٵԺچ༈ޣᇞެऱֱூΔޣאሒી٥ᢝΖݺଚऱ䪱ᄐᖙښ༉ݺڕଚڇՂऱؾᑑѧѧ
ڼৈچٽጐ֨ዝᢂԫଡޓՕऱਚࠃΖڼڂΔݺԼ։֭چࢤ։ࠆፋᄎΖ
ࠡڻΔݺऱᣂࣹਢڶᣂ߷ࠄ۞אᎁᢝԫԳԫਚࠃᏣऱᄅګΖאՀਢԫଡࠏΚԫټ
۔ஃፖԱ֚ࠟԫԳԫਚࠃᏣॣၸಝᒭհ৵Δঁඒ۞աऱᖂسΖᏣᖄஃᛧ൜৵ტ
լڜΔڂڔवሐຍ۔ټஃኙ࣍ԫԳԫਚࠃᏣऱᎁᢝࠀאߩآᨃڔ౨ڜ٤ۖຂٚچ
ᏆಝᒭΔڔᎁᇠ۔ټஃڶᐌ۩റᄐᖙښऱޣΖᖄஃլየຍ۔ټஃऱ।Δᎁڔլ
ࣔػ৬مԫଡڜ٤ऱԫԳԫਚࠃᏣߪٝࢬᏁנבऱழၴΖ
ኙ࣍ᇠ۔ټஃΔለუऱ۩೯ᚨᇠਢર֨چፖڔ৬مԫٝຑᢀΔڔࠌۖڂณᅪࣔॽΔດዬ
ࣔػᤉᥛ൷࠹ಝᒭऱૹࢤΖፖٵڼழΔݺᎁॣڇၸಝᒭݙছΔٻፖृ࿇ψറᄐ
ᖙښښঞω܂᎖ܗᇷறհԫΔآቫլਢԫଡړრߠΖຍښঞᚨᇠٻፖृܫᤞנ܂Κڇ
آ౨ךٝ༳༽ԫԳԫਚࠃᏣ૿ֱٺऱ֗؏ݾवᢝছΔڇኔᔌՂլࡵᖙհመ৺ΰڇԫԳԫ
ਚࠃᏣᖂೃࡴֱጻڶઌᣂᜢࣔΔᓮᔹψ۔ஃऱॾωαΖ
᜔ࠐᎅΔאڶݺՀࠟរ৬ᤜΚԫΗ ڇIPTN ጻփ٨נψറᄐᖙښښঞωᜢࣔΙԲΗڇ
ॣၸಝᒭՠܽ܂ऱᇷற݈խףԵॣᖂृऱᤞܫໂݱΖ
ԫԳԫਚࠃᏣထኔ᧯റᄐ壄壀ΔݺޣଚᖑݙڶᖞԳΖԫԳԫਚࠃᏣՈ
ඒᖄݺଚڶᣂᖞ٤ԳऱᖂΔਐݺقଚڕ۶ᝬޓٻޓભऱቼΖ
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Interview extracts with Edward L. Dantis
“…First it’s like a dream come true! I went to the
Playback Conference in Japan so there were only few
Asians. Since then I have dreamt of coming together
as Asians. Second APG is like a reunion. Seeing all
friends doing playback, bridging ties with other groups.
And the connections we have are really different.
Asians, we have this sensitivity. Wehave a different
sensitivity. So it became deeper in this playback
gathering. Even though it’s only 3 days, I felt like I
have stayed for 2 weeks.
The line of activities was great. There were times
for dialogue so one will have time to share the
experience to your own countries. It really warms my
heart to know that other groups also facing the same
thing as you are experiencing in your country. . It’s
only through here that you get the reinforcement as
you know that you are not alone. It’s like taking a pill,
going to the well drinking water. Vitamins, refreshing… it’s
like being born again!.
First, I was hesitant to give a workshop. I have only
been 3 years in playback but I really want to share because
the context we are moving in maybe the same. When I did
the workshop for kids, it validated me because when one of
the participants approached me and told me that they are
planning the same thing. So it was a relevant sharing in the
end. The sharing was uplifting. We never realised if we are
doing alright, because back in your own country they do not
always appreciate what you are doing. But when you are
with people doing the same thing telling you that you are
doing right so it validates me.
At first I didn’t know which workshop to choose but when
I came, I chose “Company Life” by Kayo and it answered my
questions. I met other playback leaders experiencing the
same with their company. It’s really good that they have
this workshop. The other workshop is “Solo Playback”. I
never imagined doing playback alone! 3 parts story alone!?
There is this one person telling me that “I have done it! And
you could also do it!” Given a chance now that my company
is getting smaller and smaller, there might come a time when
I really have to do it.
The magical thing that happened to me was on the 3rd
day. For the longest time, I had been the conductor and I
never have the chance to tell my story. Here I got a chance

to tell my story and see it enacted…. A story which I kept for
2 years. It all went out. It’s very magical…
First it was very weird; I didn’t understand what the actors

were saying because it was in mandarin. But it hit me straight
into my heart because we are not speaking the same
language but we are at the same pace; same rhythm, same
heart. So there, I cried again. I always talked about catharsis
and healing and the beauty of playback. Here comes, after
3 yrs of playback, I am re-experiencing it, right there in my
face, consuming me: this is playback. The magic is still with
me, with the people.
…Asian playback group is a very strong force….we are very
sensitive to feelings; sensitive to people; open very creative.
We can contribute to the playback world. We can supply
another face of playback. In our conference with other
playback groups, we can see how different and yet how same
we are. We complement each other. This is what we can
contribute in the larger Playback group…”
APG articles
1) Article “Reconciliation at the Asia Playback
Gathering” written by K1mberly Creasman can be found at
http://spicetolife.blogspot.com
2) “APGNb1u/nNvR0Rkl0Wri_” written by Wah Shan (Emmy)
can be found at http://hk.geocities.com/emmybetty/apg.htm.
Please email Emmy at emmybetty@yahoo.com.hk for the
English version entitled “Thoughts after the APG: role of
Playback in National Identity”
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WHAT’S BEEN
HAPPENING?
What’s been happening
Asian Playback Gathering (Apg)
August 6 to 8th 2005
Some 60 playback participants participated in the First
Asian Playback Gathering. We were represented by
playbackers from Taiwan, Singapore, Philippines, Macau,
Japan, India, Hong kong and Australia. We had a wonderful
time connecting with one another. There were lots of
discussions on how to continue the playback work in Asia
and getting access to more training. People are starting to
think about collaborations on a national level to serve the
needs of the Asian communities. We had also started an egroup after the APG to continue this communication and the
sharing of resources. We welcome any playbacks in Asia to
hook on with us over the virtual space. Last but not least, I
want to thank the workshop leaders and interest group
leaders for imparting their inspirations and knowledge to
us, but most importantly the participants who had been such
an excited bunch to be with. Till we meet again.
Agnes Law

I like the idea because Playback looks very distant. It
started in America and it’s more with the westerns. So it
has come to us and I think it is our duty to make it for our
people. Make it powerful, empowering. So I told myself
that I have to have a contribution here so I offered to give a
workshop.
The workshop I attended, especially “The Living

LETTERS
It is exciting to see that playback theatre is being used in some African locations as a way of exploring
alternative solutions to social, political and familial issues. In his recent email posting Bayo Omolola talked of
the virtues of playback theatre, but wondered if some readers might think it inappropriate to use theatre for
such important social work. While much theatre is entertaining, the strongest theatre is also efficacious,
and many artists and scholars have been pushing theatre toward deeper and deeper efficacious aims.
Indeed, the entertainment value of theatre can be used to reinforce an examination of complex and controversial
issues that might lead to endless arguing if they were presented in other forms such as debates and
lectures. Brazilian theatre activist and scholar August Boal’s “Theatre of the Oppressed” is another participatory
theatre form that insists on audiences performing their own conclusions/solutions to a variety of political
issues. Ngugi wa Thiong’o has done similar work in Kenya. So the blend of theatre and activism is not new,
and has been utilized in many regions of the world.
I applaud this work and hope that my own efforts with socially conscious theatre in the U.S. will be informed
by my ongoing examination of playback theatre in Africa, particularly in Nigeria where I have the greatest
kinship.
Toyin Falola
Department of History, The University of Texas at Austin

Has anybody also done PBT alone?
...in the interests of insight and self therapy.
Being ones own conductor, teller, actors, musician?
Telling moments conflicts and even stories to oneself!
It can be done..

Interview extracts with Clare Marie Theresa
“…I’m Clare from India…I’ve been doing playback since 1997.
It’s been my pleasure to come to APG. It makes me feel
good that I am an Asian and something that happened at
Asia level.

Yours
Peter J Ellis
Newspaper”, conducted by Cymberline, from Australia. The
workshop is so relevant to the realities of today. It is in
touch with my personal life and emotions. I gained a lot of
insights and I think I am going to bring it back in my playback
work in India.
The 2nd workshop that I attended is Chris’s workshop on
“Organic Theatre”. Chris is a Singaporean. It stuck me that
both our teachers are young people!
Chris brought depth into acting. I’ve learnt that it is more
than being than doing. He made us repeat some exercises
which was very tough but we arrived at a point that we
could make our body ‘present’ to respond to the other, be
present to our surrounding, to what is alive. I am, personally,
very fond to the concept of space.
I like APG because it is the young people who are
organising it. Jonathan always looks for young people in
Playback and I think his dream is fulfilled in Asia. I think Asia
is the hope for playback. I am happy that Singapore could
take this up and generously offer the service. I think it must
be a tedious work, tiring, very expensive and lots of sacrifice.

mrpeterjellis@yahoo.com.au

Publications Syndicate
Are you interested in writing about Playback Theatre?
Interplay News provides one outlet for this. The developing e- journal provides another (see http://www.playbacknet.org/
interplay/journal/index.html).
These are fantastic publications and are informative and stimulating yet are designed and produced for the specific
playback theatre audience. Now that we are into our 4th decade as a form, there is scope for wider publication of
playback thinking, theory and practice reflection. Over the past 30 years there have tracks and turns of development
that has seen a robust complexity of practice being sustained throughout many countries. Such diversity is interesting
and deserves a wider audience.
Publication Syndicate is a peer-supported model for writers. We read each others drafts, make suggestions for conceptual
framing, possible audiences and appropriate journals in which we could publish. It ensures that our writing joins the
broader debate about theatre as a process in various contexts, about the way in which playback theatre specifically is
applied, effective, useful and of course limited. If you are interested in writing for a wider audience get in touch:
rea@cia.com.au
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WHAT’S BEEN
HAPPENING?
What’s been happening
Sydney Playback Celebrates 25 years!
Come one! Come all! Come and
celebrate 25 years of Sydney Playback!
Champagne and cake, old faces and new,
long journeys, short journeys, memories
soft, memories hard, all who have
travelled with us and are part of our story.
All those who have born witness to the
humanness we share, those who have
had the courage to tell, all those who
have said “yes” to connecting to the
bigger community.
And they came to share in the
Anniversary on 25th September, 2005!
The house was
full, expectant
familiar faces,
new faces full of
anticipation,
warming up to
telling stories of
Anniversaries stories of events
that marked the
beginning or end
of a momentous
experience.
Sometimes we
don’t realise the
momentum that
is created from a
moment, from
an idea, and how
far that will travel,
and who will pick
it up, own it and pass it on.
This is how we began, how we held
and how we offered.
Bridget Brandon and Francis Batton
had just opened the Drama Action Centre
at the beginning of 1980, when a phone
call came from a fellow in Melbourne
(Phil Bowerman) to see if they were
interested in co-sponsoring Jonathan
Fox and Playback Theatre to come to
Australia. Bridget was attracted by the
possibility of the psychodramatic and
theatre play mix, which fostered a form
of storytelling and which involved
authentic acting and the rawness of
personal story. Both Bridget and Francis
.18. INTERPLAY

had previously studied psychodrama.
Bridget and Francis created a
program to have Jonathan and the
company teach a 2 week workshop at
Elanora Heights, followed (the workshop
finished on a Sunday afternoon) with the
first ever public performance at the
Nimrod Theatre in Sydney (on the
Sunday evening). The line up of that first
team was Jonathan Fox (conductor), Jo
Sallas (musician), Michael Clement &
Judy Swallow (from the US company)
and Bridget, Peter Hall and Francis

Batton (actors).
A lot of traditional theatre people
attended to see this unknown new form
– and there were lots of stories of dogs
(which didn’t go down too well with the
traditionalists!) With the passion of
possibilities the as yet unformed
company performed a week later at
Greenwich Senior Citizens Hall.
The thrill of this new theatre form
inspired the set up of an ongoing group
of performers. These original members
of Sydney Playback Theatre were: Mary
Good, Eric Madden, Kate, Peter, Francis
and Bridget (as conductor). They
rehearsed for 6 weeks then performed

at Paddington Village Hall.
“We were feeling our way and I’m
amazed that we got through it. It takes
a long time to really understand the
process and what it is. Back then we
didn’t understand the complexity of it”
said Bridget Brandon.
The first group continued together for
quite a long time, with other people
joining along the way. Public
performances occurred once a month
from the early days.
Today there are no founding members
of
Sydney
Playback in the
company, but
there
are
graduates of the
Drama Action
Centre still with
the company.
There
are
currently 13 full
members of the
company, and 3
part members.
The strength
of
Sydney
Playback Theatre
lies in our group
process:
the
m e m b e r s
commitment to
each other and
the group. We keep a weather eye on
relationships, and yes we do sweep
issues under the carpet at times, but
there is always someone who will pull
the carpet back and sweep them out. If
we cannot be authentic with each other,
and generous, we cannot be authentic
with the audience. (Mind you, having your
issues swept into the light can be pretty
uncomfortable at times!)
At times each of us have mirrored
Bridget’s words of feeling amazed that
we have gotten through a show as some
stories resonate deeply within us, or
we’ve been babies at the work, or we’ve
arrived without our confidence. Other

WHAT’S BEEN
HAPPENING?
What’s been happening
times it’s been hard to keep a straight
face on stage as we have watched fellow
actors take on the role of inanimate
objects, and yes, we all have a chuckle
when someone is chosen to be a dog! .
The majority of our work is in the broader
community, with schools, religious
chapters, government and nongovernment organizations, private and
public companies.
So 25 years-on the night began with
a great hunger in the audience to
connect and hear from each other: there
were moments told of anticipation of
what was to unfold, of what anniversaries
people would tell about, how if felt to be
part of the celebration, part of the
Playback network, what it was like to
tentatively re-emerge into the community
with both vulnerability and strength.
Bridget told a story of her journey
with Francis, and how through the turmoil
of relationship great respect and
connection still remain, and how beyond
this earth-bound life the story is bigger
than all of us.
The spirit of the early days moved on
stage with us through the landscape
filled with music and physical
representation, witnessed by past and
current members of Sydney Playback,
and our community. Then we drank
champagne and ate cake! We look
forward to continual celebration of
people through stories and connection
with the greater Playback community,
over the next 25 years. (And to playing
dogs!)

“….a great quality of Playback is that
once you hear people’s stories your
prejudices drop away…there is magic.”
(Bridget Brandon, 2005)
Current members:
Andrew Wu
Anne Lehmann
Anne McGrath
Bernadette Fitzpatrick
Bonnie Nilsson
Johanna de Ruyter
Lucinda Gleeson
Maximillian Finlayson
Michael Pooley
Natalie Smith
Pasqualino Arcuri
Priscilla Jackman
Rebecca Rogers
Sarah Ludowici
Steven Meagher
Tony North
Past members:
Anna Salleh
Bev Hoskins
Brendan Murley
Bridgette Brandon
Carlos Suarez
Catina Cremona
Chardie Christian
Christian Lambdin
Christian Penny
Claudia Chambers
Elmarie Pareezer
Elisabeth Hetzel
Eric Madden

Fiona Sills
Francis Batten
Gary Shoesmith
Ian Miles
Cymbeline Buhler
Jane Elworthy
Jennifer Lovett
Jude Murphy
Julienne Scott
Kerry Williams
Leonie Draper
Lou (taxi driver)
Maralyn Suttcliffe
Margaret Mintie
Mark Elliott
Mark Macdiarmid
Mary Good
Martin Suttcliffe
Megan Smith
Melanie Shanahan
Miranda Mills
Peter Wright
Peter Hall
Rachel Hoare
Richard Moss
Robyn Bett
Robyn Weir
Sophie Prior
Soraya Kassim
Steve Lardner
Steve Matthews
Steve Taberner
Sue Grant
Susan Macdonald
Tanya Lehman
Tony Stevens
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